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NUMBER\PRINTER'S AdOPT IMMENSE ASSEMBELAGE AT DEPARTING TO I KNIGHT TEMPLARSNEW SCHEDULE DR. T. T. EATON'S FUNERAL ATTEND RACES EXCURSION
PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY MORNING. JULY 4. 1907.
SCALE OF WAGES PRESENTED
TO FIRMS EMPLOYING
PRINTERS.
LABOR DAY COMMITTEE WILL
REPORT MAYFIELD AND
CAIRO OFFERS.
REV. CALVIN M. THOMPSON OF PADUCAH, AND OTHERPROMINENT DIVINES, OFFICIATED DURING THE SER-VICES THAT WERE ATTENDED BY iso VISITING Mits1IS-TERS—MR. HERMANN'S FUNERAL OCCURS TODAY—CAP-TAIN FRANK DOUGHERTY DIED IN NEW JERSEY ANDWILL BE BURIED AT LOUISVILLE.
The Courite-Journal of Louisville
yesterday morning stated as follows
Two Months Now Since Union Cu- 
regarding the funeral senvices the
venters Went Out on Their Strike day before of Dr. T. T. Eaton, the
in This City—Union News. great Baptist divine:
The union printers of the city have , "Representative Baptist clergymen
framed up a new schedule of adages •
and presented it to the proprietors 
from all parts ot Kentucky and the
of the different newspaper and job , 
south, besides local ministers and
printing establishments for considers- °
members of the Baptist churches of
Louisville, attended the funeral oftion. The old scale under which the
typos are now being paid, expires 
the Rev. Dr. T. T. Eaton, pastor of
August at which time the new one 
the Walnut street Baptist church,
becomes effective. 1 y
esterday afternoon and paid their
last tribute to one of the leaders ofIn the new schedule submitted the .
wages of faremen are raised from $14 
the flonthern Baptist church. Between
and $16 to $ao per week of 
WO and iso visiting ministers from
hours, which is about too per cent
48' the state and clergymen and delega-
over the teak paid .tell years aga 
tions from chutches in other states
Jrwere present at the funeral, and inLinotype operators, and machinists some cases assisted in the service.in night offices are raised to $18 and, "Long before the hour for the etre-$so per week respectively and hand. mony
printers raised from $14 and $15 to 
at. the church every seat ex-
cept tnose reserved for the . family$16 and $18 per week., Overtime and immediate friends was taken andheretofere paid for it regular rate before the service was over the aislesplus to cents per hour. is proposed and rear of the church were packedto be charged at time and onc-half with standing people. Flowers andrate.1 They also demand time and. floral designs decorated the wholeone-half for working on New Years , of the front of the church, the pulpit,day, Labor Day. Cecoration Day,' the choir loft and altar being corn-Thanksgiving Day, Fourth of July pletely covered.
and Christmas. Piece work is raised "Seats for the Ministers of thera taz per cent. The 'Imposed scale city. Baptist clergymen and the colsis for two years with a flat ,increase of ored Baptist preachers were. reserved$1 per week on every man at the end in front and at one side of the chursh.
of the first year In the agreement Besides Louisville ministers, visitingwith the typographical union they clergymen and delegatioas front outcoutract to furnish all affice s vdith of the city, prominent Baptist laymen
sufficient men, but for a year or Ft and church workers from all over
that part of the agreement has ,ntit Louisville many business and pro-
been carried out, although el/. fessional men left, their office, at"'
office in the city is a union office. places of business in order to attend
The proprietors will take the Matter Dr. Eaton's funeral." 
resde,d nearly all her life, but of re-under cansideration and this manth Rsv. Calvin M. Ths:npson th;. cent -he has resided with .her broth-
er, Professor'sBenneto Puryear. for-
merly of the Baptist colletge at Rich-
mond. Va. She was a soter of the
father of Judge Puryear and came of
one if the, oldest and most prominent
families
intiVldihrgoiondia.she had been aMethodist and a woman noted for herside cities. The two cities both or. Rev. Dr. W. P Harvey of many good deeds.fer handsome inducements for the Pa- Rev. Dr. P. T. Hale. of' Louisville:ducah laboring man to hold the ex- 'Dr. J. B. Moody and other divines de-
livered remarks durum the funeral
ercises there, and the arrangements.
committee will mane some recom- itnhatthewasos uotnhe. :he largest ever heldmentlation the third Thursday. but
state alley have not as yet framed up' Heart Trouble Kills.the recorrwnendation. Mr. P. B. Cullom has gone to
' Gracey, Ky.. to attend the funeral of
Carpenters' Strike.
his mother, Mrs Elizabeth Cullom.
It is two months now since the un-
ion carpenters went out on a strike who died Tuesday at lfie home ofbecause the cmitracters employing her daughter. Mrs. I. H Shepherd of„seed. Erin. Tenn., of heart trouble.
them refused to sign the new
a! The deceased wts 56 years of age.
tile of wages that provided , for
slight increase in pay. Roth sides and leaves five children, Mr. Cullomseem to be strong in their contention, of here. Mrs. Shepherd of Erin. Misswith no indication of giving n. The Jessie Cullom of Gracey. Mr. E. M.contractors claim they arc getting all Cullom of Texas. and Mrs. Duncan
of Nashvile. Tenn.the non-anion Men they need to car-
ry on the work of constructing build- I Mr. Hermann's Funeral.
This morning at o'clock the fun-untrue, 
while the unionists state this, is
. and that the contractors are eral services over the remains of Mr.far behind in their work and have Richard Hermann, will occur at theGerman Letheran church of South
only a Lew men employed.
!Fourth street. Rev. Bents officiating.
Labor Temple.
Interment follows at
The Central Labor body has taken
cemetery. 
.Oak Groveup the idea of erecting' K building to
Mrs. Parham's Funeral.
be known as "The Temple of LaborA
The burial of Mrs. Anna L. Par-
it to be a place for holding their meet- '
guar .:ham occurred yesterday morning at
ings, also clubroom and 'ode
tem while oflice mains will be o o'clock. as Oak Grove cemetery,hundreds of bereft friends being pres-
eluded. One of the leaders yesterday
ent. while the floral designs were
said they had just taken up the mat-
many and beautiful.ter but it would be a number of years
Children Died.
before the structure was., erected .1
reach a decision city assisted at the funeral, he telling
Labor Day Eaercises. I of Dr. Eaton as a pastor, while Rev.
The committee selected by Central Jona:han Bow. secretary of the Bap-
Labor body to arrange for the Labor tett State Board of Missions. had
Day exercises, report the propositions charge of the ceremonies. Rev. Dr.
made by both Cairo ind Mayfield for T. M. Martin. Blue Mountain, Miss.;
Rev. Dr. J. M. Weaver, of Louisville;the Paducah unionists to conduct
their Labor Day affair at those out- Rey. Dr. S. S. Waltz isf
They do not want to commence it for The seven-months-old infant of Mr.some years, but in Order have and Mrs. W. I.. Crane of Ohio he-! tween Third and Fourth street. died
money on hand when the idea is ac-
tively agitated, they start now to of brain fever and was buried ',ester-. day afternoon at Oak Grove cisme-
raising the finances. In order to en-
comage the movement, the Tennes- tel-Y•
see Electric theater has, promised one The five-months-old child of Mr.half of a ditY's receipts every month, , and Mrs. Robert Lawrence, of 813i Tennessee street, died of inanition,
to the fund, and it was accepted.
Hold Elections. land was buried yesterday at the fam-night of this .ilysemetery in the county.
The third Thersday
Former Paducahan.
month. Central Labor body elects ofal
Many friends in Paducah will re-
flects to serve during the ensuing !
gret to learn that Captain Frank M.
term. That night more men will he
places. Dougherty died at Wildwood, NewJersey, Monday. 14 ;
norriinated for the different
Last Thursday night E. M. \Vial.
in Paducah where 
He
.rseswideeild 
knownfor M. Wisely and Lonn Crandall
number of years. being engaged in
were nominated for 'president; Chas.
the steamboat business, and resided
'Horton and 13. M. Miles for - vice
on tisPorth Ninth near Jefferson street.
president; J. R. Thompson and Henry
Sevin years ago one of his' sons
Carroll, for financial secretary.
I drowned off the sandbar fronting this, city in the Ohio -river.AQUATIC EVENTS
i The Tuesday Louisville Courier-SCHEDULED FOR TODAY. states regarding the captain'sPeople's regatta. _nn the Schuylkill death:
"The body of Capt. Frand M.
river, at 'Philadelphia.
Dougherty,- ash& died as Wildneood,
gegatta of the New England Ama-
N. j... yesterday afternoon, be
i tems Rowing Association, on the
hentight fn -Lottifillle (Cr burial- tapes
(-hoer a t
DiitigSerty was well knowri. in Louis-the ifiit•Oeffi Pacific AssO- vi. e as a steamboat man. and wasc(lncation. 
w 11 known along the river from
! allion of Arruitelt\tor. Onrqthell. on Me.
fasidegtnn, et Seattle, Wash.
Pittsburg to New Orleans. Shortly
after the close of the Civil War Mr.
Dougherty moved to Clarksville,
Tenn., and started in the steamboat
btrsiness. Later he removed to Louis-
ville and had lived here most of the
time since.
"For some time Capt. Dougherty
had been in poor health, and three
weeks ago, accompanied bw his fam-
ily and by Mr. and Mrs. J. (Matthew
Lowe, went east. His death was doe
to heart disease. He is survived by
his wife. formerly Miss Jennie Smith,
Of Clarksville, Tenn., a daughter, Mrs.
Robert E. Fervers, who is in the
Philippine Islands. and by two sons,
Clarence D. Dougherty. of Louisville,
and Wililam Dougherty, of Indianap-
olis.
"Capt. Dougherty was born at Ber-
ian Springs. Mich., and shortly before
the close of the Civil War joined the
Union forces. After the war he
moved south, and most of the time
since had made his home in. Louis-
• ville, He was over sixty years of
age. • His addresThas ata West
Chestnut street. MYs. W. IP. Smith.
of 1444 Sixth street, a niece of Caps.
Doigherty, received a telegram ye-
terday afternoon announcing the
death."
Paducahan's Aunt.
Jtufge Edward H. Puryear yester-
day . received a telegram announcing
that the evening before his aunt, Mrs.
Lucy. Winkler, died at Orange. Vir•
ginia, at Ike age of eighty years. Th.
message said she died suddenly. but
gave no paigiculars.
Mis. ,Winkler was born Meck-





• CHIEF JAMES COLLINS OR-
DERS OFFICERS TO MAKE
ARRESTS.





Jailer ThCI Evitts Returned From







tireartns or other dangerous explos-
ives, in order to avoid a repetition of
last. Christmas when many boys andi
girls died 9f lockjaw, developing from
1 slight injuries received on their bod-
ies by getting sin& with wadding
. and powder coming from firearms.
The chief ordered the officers to at-
1.• - rest apyone found discharging pis-
tol*. either toy or cartridge, shotguns.
rifles, or the link cane with iron ar-
rangements at the end for explosion of
blank cartridges. These will not be
allowed under any circumstance..
while if anyone wants to shoot Ro-
man candles or pity rockets they will
have to do so out in the residence
Pats of the city, as it will not be tot-
' *rated in the crowds thronging the
batistes' section. Fire crackers can
be exploded anywhere in the city.
Last Christmas about half a dozen
deaths occurred antong children, ev-
ery one the result of lockjaw develop-
ing from injuries occasioned by little
pistols shooting blank car;ridges.
i The children would poke the firearm
at another, fire and the wadding from
the catiridge strike the other Maths
• resalted where only the skin was
slightly torn by the %adding. and the
police do not intend to ‘take any
chances this year.
Disorderly Conduct.
George Harris. colored was locked
up yesterday by Officers Rogers and
Hill on the charge of disorderly con-
. duct. Harris is a man of about ao
years of age, married and with a fam-
ily. Minnie Younger, colored, aged
12 years, confessed that she and Har-
ris attempted to commit immorality.
Being unable t issue A warsant against,
Harris for rape, the judge charged
him with disorderly conduct. The
girl lives down on Burnett street.
Insulting Language.
Lillie Swift, colored, was arreeied
by Officer Jake Rouse on the charge
of using insulting language towards
her
PndreY• colored, we/ inlet-
the same charge by Officer
ley.
'Charges of Drunk
McCann, white. was locked
op fast evening by Driver Henry
Seatnon of the patrol wagon, on the
charge of being drunk and disorderly.
Officey, Hurley and Singery ar-
res4n4 - .Trap on the charge of
being Arent '• 
Dinolidlorly Conduct
'Pete Celdayell and Mann Dobson• were warranted yesterday on the
charge of • disorderly conduct. and
Caldwell arrested last evening.
Jailer Returned.
Jailer Thomas Evitts returned yes-
terday after a several Opt' outing at
elm lakes. While he vies gittne/thejail ,was looked after by Constable A.C. 'Shelton. the deputy jailer. Joe
Purchase, being out with the chain-
gang.
PADUCAH BOY. .
Mr. Vaughan Dabney Promoted in
the Government Service,
Mr. Vaughan Dabney. who is -con-
nected with the civil engineering de-
partment of the Visited States gov-
ernment. having charge ,of the leveework below Memphis, has been pro-
moted from mdman to instrument
observer. and transfefred from Mem-
Dirk to Austin. Miss., where he goes
shortly.
He is a height and ,htistlitig Padn-
cah boy. the son of Dr. and Mrs. A.S. Dabney of North FifehAekil a pop;elar gredeate of; the Paittten school,with high honors.
The man who his% 4iesental livetV jft





of 'the use of
„
LUCILLE FARNSLEY NEIHAUS.
At 2•30 a. m. Lucille Farnsley Nei-
haus, the bright 5- daughterof John lNeihaus the pc) lar drug-gist, died. The ittle one as a win-
some lass and th many fri ds of thefamily will join the Register in ex-
tending condolence to the bereavedfamily.
pAY OF REST
AND PLUME
FOURTH OF JULY RECOGNIZ-
ED AS THE HOLIDAY
IT IS.
Nearly All the Establishments Will
'Be Closed, While Business Comes
to a Standstill,
MANY GO FROM PADUCAH TO
WITNESS MAYFIELD
EVENTS.
The Matinee Club of This City Give
Its Next of the Series, One
Week From Tomorrow.
Messrs Zach Bryant, William J.
Gilbert, Hughes Thomas, Cecil La-
cey and Jesse Weil left this morning
at daylight for Mayfield in the latter's
automobile, they going overland to
attend the races that commence in
that city this afternoon and hold
for thre days. Ma. Bryant has his
fast horse, Lady Foster, entered in
several events and expects to carry
off some Of the prizes.
Mr. Leo Keller and a party left at
daylight in the former's antchine for
that city, while Mr. Daniel Fitzpat-
rick and friends gat away also in
his auto.
The eaces are some of the best
ever pul'ed off in this state, first class
animals from many section of the
United States having been sent there
to contest for the purses. Several
hundred Paducahans witl go down dur
ing the series to witness the events.
One week from tomorow the mati-
nee club of this city gives the next




MR. ANID MRS. T, B. DUKE OF
CLAY STREET ENTER-
TAIN MANY.
Rabbi Meyer Lovitch and Bride Now
On Their Weddipg Trip Through 1,
.
' Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Duke of West
Clay street entertained a number of
their friends last. night in honor of
their visitors. An enjoyible even-
ing ..was spent at music and many
games that were pleasant features.
Delightful refreshments were served
at it o'clock., Those whp participated
were: Mrs. Martin Denbo and Miss
Beale Whipple, of Mt. Vernon, Ind.,
Miss Bertie Davis, Tipton. Tenn.,
Miss Ruby Reister alem, Ind., and
Misses Bessie 'Lou Watts Sadie
Moore, Hallie Ross, Gertie Thomas,
Clara Rhodes, J. L. Jackson, Stella
Riss, Nala Ross, L'zzie Moore, Effie
Rhodes, Ida fhomas, Bettie Duval,
Fannie Frodes, Lela Thomas, Maydie
Watts; Messrs Mack Brogan Arch
Houeeholder, Walter Sanders, Owen
Robsstson, Allison Watts, Geo. Gour-
iotuc, L. Nealy, Charley Sneed, W.
Sanders, Luther Long. A. Swanson,
Walter-,neams, Charley Sanders Mr.
and Mrs. Mint Lynch, Ma. and Mrs.
Davis, Mr. and !Qrs. T. T. Duke.
Now On Bridal Tour.
Rabbi Meyer Lovitch of Temple
Iscael was married on Wednesday,
;June a6, to Miss Rost Rosenberg, of
Cincinnati. They are now on a trip
that will take them through the Great
Lakes, Thousand Is'ands and some
This is the Fourth of July and a of the Eastern cities and resorts. Mr.
general holiday for all, the mercantile and Mrs. Lovitch will not take up






a few that the first of September. 
remainWoodmen of the World give
their entertainment at Wallace park.
while he Knights of Pythias give
theirs at Owen's Cave, ten miles
above this city on the Ohio river,
gleV having engaged the Dick Fowler
to make four round trips carrying
she itartple hack and forth. A fine
programme has been arranged for the
cave entertainment and everybody is
invited there.
'All the oublic offices will he closed
all day. but the notitoffice keeps open
from g to to o'clock this morning. so
People can call for their mail.
Many means of amusement have
been arranged for the populace and
great will be the enjoyment derived
by all from the national koliday.
The railroad shops close down. as
rin. the banks, and also the freight
hohses.
The man who starts; mit to make
a business of killing two birds with
rate stone generally comes bark with
an empty hag. _
Daughters of Confederacy.
The program and executive com-
mittee of the Daughters of the Con-
federacy, met with Mrs. James Koger
of North Seventh street yesterday
and talked over the changes i,n by-
laws and new-year book. They will




, The Cotillion club entertained last
'evening with a dance at the Wallace
Park pavilion many being out to
enjay the affair.
A dance Ise some of the young men




Mrs. James C, Litterhack will en-
tertain at rads tomorrowattrontirtga
at her home in Arcadia, in bonor of
Miss Mary Clark of Hopic;nsvine. who





TWO WEEKS OUTING BY
THOSE IN THE CROWD
ODD FELLOWS INSTALL OF-
FICERS TONIGHT AND
TOMORROW,
The Union Encampment Last Even-ing Inducted the Newly Elected
Officials.
One df the largest delegatiaps everleaving this city for tone iy41 bethan departiuo tomorrasi pistht at
1:45 o'clock over the Illinois Centralrailroad for Louisville. where theytale the Baltimore and Ohio, andproceed on to Cinc.nnati. Cleveland,Buffalo, (Niagara Falls. and SaratogaSprings, New York, the Kaight.sTemplar of the United States holdingtheir triennial conclave at the latter
place. The Paducah party leaves ontwo Pullman sleepers that v;i11 be setin the local yards at et o"clock tosnoad
row evening so that everyone desir-ing can repair thereto and retire ear-ly. The sleepers will ,be attached to
have to change all the way 
out of here and the crawl' does not
the East bound pasenger train going
toSara.to-ga Springs, at which place they ar-
rive together. 'Ahere .they separate
for Ale request grip. some corning
back by wag of the Great Lakes and
Chicago, while others go the opposite
direction.. taking in Athany. New
York, Washington, Jamestown and
other places. All will be gone for
about two weeks, .
. Those &smprising the party are:
Prof. E. G. Payne, Capt. A W.Wright, James P. Sleeth and wife,
Fred Acker, wife and son. W. J. Lew,.
is and wile. j. A. /latter. wife and „sdaughter, Henry R. Hank, Mrs May •Hank, J. D. Rowlet and son of Mur-ray, Fekx Rudolph and wife, John W.Fly and wife. Wm. Mulfigan and
wife. C„ 0. likrown, Dr. and J. S.
Troutman and w•f. W. G. Terrell'and wife, of Eddyvillc Dr. and Mrs.
Neville, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Rice of•Fredonia, W. S. Cochran and son,
Master George Hughes, Mrs. R.
Baugauer, Mrs Ida Smith, Miss Em-
ma Nieuhaus, Miss Gunie Herring,
Miss Marie Farley Miss Minta Raw-
leigh. :sirs. Calhoun Rieke, Mr. I .rmis
Rieke, r. John brooks. Miss Lena
Titsworth and W. G. Nichols of
Bandana, Min Cochran of New
York. Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Thurman,
Misses Rella and Fannie Coleman,
Jos. Chaudet and W. E. Jolly of
Grand Rivers, Mts. John,-B. Hall, Mr.
agd Mrs. Charles Baker, Mr. and Mks
George Walters, ;Str. M. Marks, Prof.
Wm. Thurman, W. E. Slater and H.
J. Gardner of Barctwell. Mr. R. S.
Barnett, Mr. M. H. Lough of Pane- ,
ma., M.r. Herbert Martin, Mr. Ewin .4 14.
P. Gilson, Miss L. II. 
Whittem4
o ...esand Edgar W. Whittemore.
Odd Fellows' OffAcers.
Mangum lodge of Odd fellows
meets this evening at the hall on
Fifth and Broadway and installs the-
new officers chosear last week, they
berm Roy Judd, noble grand, and
E. T. McKinney,viee grand. During
the session the noble grand selects
the officers that are appointed by hint.
Tomorrow night ffngleside lodge
installs the new noble grand, C. Es.
Renfro, and vice grand, L. W. Feexar.
The formeralso.des:i7tes his appointive
officers 
Eadigr"--Star Met.
The Eastern - Star met last night at
the hall in the fraternity building and
transacted consideable business that
was followed with indulgence its-da-
lieious refreshments
Encampment Offices's.
Union Encampment. No. yo met
last evening at the Odd Fellows hall
.ors Fifth and Broadway and installed
the following newly elected officer*
who serve for six *months:
Chief Partriarch—Harry Jaiid.
High Priest—Andy Davis
Senior Warden -Sterling Price.
Junior Warden—J. 0. Keebler.
Scribe- -C. G. Kelly.
The appointive oiticcrs si11
named the third Wednesday in
month by the chief parriareti •
- 
Don't Imagine Wit
I is focused for your partici114- a
Make. it stick out where it dAtttsl
I can't be missed.
store will close at 12
ock noon today the
ourth.
 Our Great Clearing Sale started oft with a
Jog Trot and is Now in A Gallop
air; II'.
This sale is an earliest living reality. No other house will sell you goods at our clearing sale prices. Bargains that are not obtainable elsewhereare obtainable here. Sensational clearing sale prices will be made here Friday and Saturday.
CLOTHING AND SHOES.
Will especially carry extraordinary
'and sensationAl bargain prices. If
it won't pay 'you to buy shoes and
clothing here now it never will pay
you..
WAISTS AND SKIRTS.
"July sale of white waists and ready-
to-wear :skirts. Busier and busier
every day. The enthusiasm never
seems to lag in this department. And '
no wonder, when such remarkable
./ealues are constantly offered. All are
up to date and all are priced as man
tailored garments are priced no
where else in Paducah. It pays to
come, to'look, to buy. Our regular
prices are less than other stores' Cut
prices. Our clearing sale prices are
better still. 4 I
SENSATIONAL SHOE AND
CLOTHING





63 and $3.50 have
received for the
girl 'today, the Fourt
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.
Yes, extraordinary in the light of
the big advances in the prices of
muslin underwear materials. Wedidn't expect to have an opportunity
to buy such musline underwear at
such prices, but we did; that accounts
for this muslin underwear sale.
Pretty Corset Covers and Drawers
at 25c to soc a garment.
Gowns at sic, 75c, 89c, $1, $1.25
at' I $1.5o.
CARPETS, MATTINGS.
Mattings, carpets, drugget 3 'an .lace curtains are pleasing those whocome to look, judging by the Weythey buy. / s
'Superb matting values la t-ae 15c..
17 1-2c, 19 t-ac and aac a 
yardi(
Velvet carpe-, 69c, 79c ani4l 95e a
yard. , ‘Lace Curtains 39c, 50c, 75 $1-00,$1.25 and V.50 a pair, that has a
quick step move out.






Down in the First Ward the House*
Seem to Flourish, Many Being
In One Block.
So many dissolute women have
settled down ia the first ward that
the people of that section are prepar-
ing ta revive "The Frontier Commit-
tee' with more vigor than ever and
weed out the nuisance. One well
known citizen of that vicinity yester-
day said that it was becomng awful
as houses of II fame seemed to flour-
ish everywhere and great was the
complaint coming from every section.
It scents the favorite mode. of liv-
ing is for only about two women to
stay at one -house and it is very easy
to catch them at their devilment.
04 gentleman said that within one
• block were three houses occupied by
remales of bad reputation and that all
were being closely watched tut thus
PA( they had been unable to get
enough evidence to justify warrants
being taken oat.
Complaints come from respectable
portions of the city regarding the
soiled doves settling in the midst and
prababilites are that much evidence
will he laid before the grand jury
when it meets next September.
M A Y FI ELD HAPPENINGS.
(Messenger)
Mrs,. Rob Martin, of Paducah, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jennie
1
Ridgway. .
Informaton was receved by rel-
atives of Mr. Willie Parkhill at Sa
vanish, Tenn., stating that he died in
that town Tuesday morning, after an
illness of fever and complication of
diseases. He was a brother of MTS.
R. D. Roberson, of this city, and a
cousin of Mr. 'Claude Parkhill. His
m thee. Mrs. M. L. Parkhill. who ce-
de, in Mayfield was with him at
the time of his death.
Among those who went to Padu-
cah today were Harvey Lowe, Al-
bert Thomas, Jim Beadles, Jisa
Buchanan, R. 0. WiNord, J. I. Pal-
liser.
The racing ostrich is here.
Mr. Jim Murphy, oF near Farming-
ton was taken anddonly ill Mon
evening and was quite sick or a
• while. Ile is ootne bolter today.
Dr. J. W. Blackard rettarned home
-to Paducah Tuesday after conduct-
ing conference at Sedalia.
While J. J. Coffee was driving
akmg on the east side of the square
this morning leis horse was seized
with something like cramps anti
Iccked furiously for a -few moments.
No damage was done and the horse
soon moved as thaw% nothing had
Itappetted • ' .141PIS
A. L. Gilbert, who is all sot the
home of his father is thought to be
some better although 'his condition
is yet serious. ,
Mr‘. Onie Stewart and children
eft Tuesday forasPaduesth to poi* her
husband, Terry Stewart and make
heir home. 1 , 't
Mr, O. J. Hodges, who has been
onfined ta her room with ackness,
somewhat improved this afternoon.
'hen will the lid go on in Palo
) The people of Mayfield are
;oils for it.to be put on good and
T. Miller, the piano dealer cvf
neah, was the guest of Will Blaine
. martinet.
'arlj‘Tuesday fnorning H. L. 'Ico-
r all 'Dr. ..Washburn of the city
gag-id-Ili—a—difficulty in the tUti4
thre of W. J. Johnson & Bro. on
Broadway. It is alleged that Dr.
 N1111111111‘
Washburn was bruised on the bead
by a stroke from Mr. Horner with a
stick. Their trial has been set before
Judge Crossland for Wednesday
morning. Neither party was serious-
ly hurt.
Charles Waller and wife went to
Paducah and Hickory this morning.
W. M. Sutherland, of Paducah,
passed through the city Monday even
ing enroute from Clinton.
A difficulty occurred in the circuit
roust room before Judge Bugg be-
tween Ex-county Judge J. T. Webb
and Ex-county Attorney T. L. Wal-
lace. The trouble came up over a
misunderstanding between them re-
garding the taking of depositions in
a certan case. The controversy be-
came so warm that the "lie" was
passed when the two attornies mixed
in open court. Friends interfered and
separated them, when Judge Bugg
plat.ed a fine of $to each and sir
hours in jail for contempt of court.
The jail sentence was however remit-
ted by his honor. No dromage was
done and both attornies came out of
the fray with only a few scratches
on them. Things appeared pretty live
ly for a short time.
(Monitor.)
V. M. Harris, West Point, Tenn.,
who has been in the city a few days.
went to Paducah today.
Rev. B. J. Russell returned to Ful-
ton from Sedalia Monday evening. He
preached the funeral of the late J. A.
Hendon at Sedalia Sunday at it a. m.
Ben T. Frank brought eight horses
from Paducah Monday. There were
three pacers, three trotters and two
runners.
George Goddard went to Paducah
today.
Milton Jones is spending the day In
Paduiah.
Master Champ, the little son of
Mrs. T. D. ,Reeves. is very sick with
congestion_
C. H. Harris has returned to Pa-
ducah.
L. L. Lewis has gone to Paducah.
0. C. Hank went to Paducah to
day.
Mr. P. V. Austin has returned ta
Paducah after attending the funeral
of his brother, the late Mr. Sam
Austin, of Folsondale.
nerve Lowe has gone to Paducah.
M. F. M. Tucker went to Paducah
on a visit to his nephew, Mr. Taylar
Walker. He will also visit his son at
Maxon's Mill, Mr. Solomon Tucker.
He is !offering from a crushed finger




Ruth. the baby girl of Mr. nntl Mrs.
John Stanfield, died Fliday evening.
Jtuie ail. at their Lame south of
'town, it the aae of one year, seven
utensils and 28 days. Her death was
caused by cholera infaintnm. The fu-
neral and interment look place Sat-
urday at Oakwood
The Farmers' Bank of Columbus
opened yeSter4ay with flattering pros-
pects. Deposits the first day agnaunt-
ed to Aout $5,oeo and These was a
constant throng of visitors at the
bank all day. It is handsomely fur-
nished, with all mcxlern conveniences
and a bernding that wernld be an. or-
nament to any town.
An infant child of Mr. and Mrs. Os-
'by Harper died Sunday morning of
innanation. The baby lived only a
week. Mrs. 'Harper, w'ho is a daugh-
ter of N. B. Elliott, is critically
Charley /Carnbro underwent an op-
eration for appendicitis Saturday ev-
ening. ant? 'hit life now hangs in the
balance. DI. Floyd. of Paducah, was
the surgeon in the case and he wap
assasted by Dr. W. B. Most and Dr.
Charles Hunt.
At the Methodist parsonage in
Ifewesville; Ky.. on Theirsday even-
ly. June 27. 4t 3:34a o'clock. Mr.
Robert L. Evans of Clinton. was mar-
ried to Miss Louise Taber. datighter
of Mr. Charles Taber, a well known
eiffien oriTiiiv-isiffle-. The -Ifetho-
diet preacher officiated at the mar-
riage. The same night Mr. and Mr;.
Evans went to Owensboro and came
from there to Clinton Saturday.
They will keep house in North Clin-
ton at the Evans home.
FULTON NOTES.
(Leader.)
John Todd, the deaf and dumb man
from Martin is here seeking to get
a position on the Fulton ball team
to play July 4,
Mrs. Edith IslcKendry, the belov-
ed wife of Jas. B. McKendry, of this
city, died yesterday afternoon at St.
Joseph's Hospital in Memphis. Mrs.
MaKendry had been ill with heart
trouble foe the past two months and
some four weeks ago she was con-
veyed to the St. Joseph's Hospital
where the best nischcal titeatment
could be obtained. All, that medical
skill could do was done for the suf-
fere but the physicians were noly
able to stay the hand of death a few
weeks.
Mis Irene Scopes returned to Pa-
ducah today after a pleasant visit
to her aunt, Mrs. Fannie Price.
Dr. J. R. Luten and wife returned
this morning from Chicago. They
report Dr. Sam Luten to be improv-
ing and state that he wilLbe able to
return,, to his home in Hickman in a
few days.
Misses Pattie Sigman, Sallie Dews
and Dessic Pewitt, left today for Pa-
ducah where they will visit Misses
May and Ethel Scopes.
Mrs. J. N. Totten. of St. Gene-
veive, Mo., who has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. R. A. tierrinst i
today for Paducah where she will
visit Mrs. Tom Scopes.
Mrs. Evaline Murray aged 65, died
last evening at her home in Rice
City. For more than two years Mrs.
aluiraji had been a helpless invalid
as the result of an attack of, paraly-
sis. I.ast Thursday she was again
stricken and steadily grew worse
until death overtook her long suffer-
ing. She is survived by an aged
husband and several children. The
funeral .services were conducted at
the residence by Rev. /lamp McLes-
key, pastor of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian church. Interment occurred
at Pleasant Hill near Water Valley.
ARRESTS CA1.70,.;
BIG SENSATION
Lille, France. July :J.—The investi-
gation made by the courts here into
the clandestine immigration agencies
which have been shipping weavers
from neighboring towns of Ronbaia
to Paterson, N. J., and Lawrence,
Mass., thus enabiing factories of
those cities to compete with Rou-
baix and other French towns pro-
ducing similar manufactures, has le-
yealed on elaborate system of recruit
ing skilled emigrants destined for the
American weavers in violation of
both the French and American laws.
Proceedings have been commenced
against six agents at Roubaix and one
at Tontine. who were found by the
courts to have received substantial
premiums. The defendants assert
that they are not guilty of engaging
any emigrants in violation of the
laws. claim%ng hat they have been
merely acting as agents for steamship
company receiving $5 for each pas-
sage sold.
The arrests caused a conirrioti.m at
Roubaix and Tourcoing, whence it is
reported : thousands and workmen
have departed for America. Many
are returning penniLss, having been




Kennett, Mo., July 2.—News was
received here today of a shooting af-
fray Sunday•night at the farm house
of Robert A. Petty, seven miles
south of here, in which Wm. Ford
mortally wounded Harrison. Balls and
then commitited suicide with his re- ,
volver. Ford was in love with Mrs.
Nettie Prince, a widow, whet is the
sister of Balls. Balls opposed Ford's
attentions. Sunday night Ford shot
-Balls as the latter was sitting at a
window of the Petty home. Ford
then killed himself.
FOUNDATION LAID.
Defense Will Now Attempt to Devel-
op Mine Owners' Conspiracy.
Boise, Idaho, July a.—Commencing
the seventh day of direct examination
of its witnesses this morning the de-
fense in the trial of William D. Hay-
wood bids fair to exceed by several
days its promise to close within
eight days after the opening speeches.
The foundation laid by the testi-
mony of the former stenographer of
the Pinkerton Agency, who, to use
his own words. "gave back to the
rightful owners" the secrets entrusted
to him by his employers, will be used
today and on it will be built the
structure by which the defense hopes
to convince the jury and the public
that there has been a widespread con-
spiracy to wreck the Western Fed-
eration and convict its officers of
murder. Judge Wood has ruled that
the defense may go into this conspir-
acy only so far as its ramifications
extend in the States of Colorado and
Idaho. Counsel for the defense,
however, state that they can show a
conspiracy extending through many
states of the union and intended to
affect union labor everywhere and
they propose to try to get the whole
thing before the jury.
Will Be Opposed.
Counser"-for the 'prosecution this
morning say that while they made no
objection to the introduction of the
Pinkerton reports affecting the Colo-
rado situation and even asked for
more of the matter introduced, so far
has failed to show the Pinkrrtons
were employed or resained by the
Mine Owners or the Citizens' Alli-
ance of Colorado. Consequently they
say that the foundation not having
been laid for the conspiracy whichthe defense has alleged, they will re-
sist any further itroduction of any
similar evidence as to conspiracy inany other state.
The defense today will continue the
Colorado story in which Orchard toldof the proposal to blow up a union
boarding house at Globeville, just out-side of Denver. In this he incrimin-ated a number of people, includingMax Malich, who is expected to beone of the witnesses today.. The vis-it of Orchard to Wallace, where heswore he discussed with Dave Coates,a former Lieutenant Governor ofColorado and at that time a newspa-per publisher at Wallace. on the sub-ject of kidnaping one of August Paul-son's children, may also be taken uptoday. Mr. Coates, who has beenhere for several weeks, hat given outseveral interviews in which he hatdenied Orchard's story absolutelyand promised to develop some newfeatures in the case. He will be close-ly cross-examnied by the state.
o Contradict Orchard.
It Wallace that the defensewill commence the contradiction ofOrchard so far as his story of themurder of Stettnenberg is concerned.The effort will be to show that Or-chard already having a private grudgeagainst Steunenberg. secured enoughmony from August Paulsen to enablehim to make a "get away" after hekilled Steunenberg, hut .that he bun-gled his plant.
If the defense can clase by the endof this week it is possible that Hay-wood and Moyer will take the standO n Friday and Saturday, but as theHaywood statement and cross-exam-ination is expected to take up at leasta couple of days, the direct testimonyor the deense is not expected to closebefore Monday or Tuesday of nextweek.
RAITLI AGAIN IN LIMELIGHT
Pa , July 3.—Advices 'receivedhere from Morocco ca.(' that KaidGen. Sir Harry MacLean, who watnegotiating with Raisuli, the banditchief: for the latter's pardon by theSultan, has been made a prisoner bythe bandit, Ow not only announces
that he will make his own conditionsfor his parlor. kut demands the pay-ment of R N,--.before be will setGen. MacLeal ‘Srty.
liver Excursion, Basket Picnic and
Barbecue at
OWEN'S CAVE, JULY 4th
Given by the Knight's of Pythias
Steamer DICK FOWLER
Leaves wharf at 8 :30 a. in. 51:30 a. in. 4 p. m. and 7:3o p. in., for the UM*.
Varied line of amusements, moving pictures inside cave, floating pal-
ace at river's edge, and other diver 'ions too numerous to mention.
Grounds under police protection, also boat. Objectionable characters
will most positive y be prohibited- • Fare round trip. soc for adults, ac
for children. Dancing on boat and grounds both.
Mnf
Abrm L Wei' & Co
INSURANCE AGENCY








nice Phooe 369: Both Residence: 726
Canal L BUILDINF
Modern Home Plumbing.
All of ou pkinitang cans
tracts are executeo by me test
skilled mechanics, ucaer out Fet.er.ai 5.4)-
ervision, and no eetsil, no ma::er how
unimportant i: may sacr.e, escapes our sum-
don. We use the factious ";;itersber
Porcelain Enerneled Plumbing, FiVu7es,
which saie the best made. ry placinz
your work with us, you are assured of the
best material and workmanship obtainable.
Let us quote you prices. t
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he St. Bernard Mining Co., Inconiorated
• Has Reduced the Price of , COAL
p 13c; Nut, 12c per bushel. It is the best) coal in the city. Now is the time to pll your coal I ousei`e\':
th Phones 75. Your oilier:will:be appreciated. Office..123 South First street. J. T. BISHOP, Manager. sowe 
PA i LIVERYMAN
Cracken circuit court, rendered at its
FO 
VEHICLEApril term, 19o7, in the action of the
Globe Bank dr Trust company against
Phoebe •Riglesberger, etc., anti the
Globe Bank & Trust compt.ny against
J. W. and Frank Riglesberger, con-
solidated with Phoebe Riglesberger
and Others, petitioners ex parte, I
will, on Monday, July 8th (afsout the
hour of to o'clock am.), i67, (be-
ing county court day) at the court
oust door in Paducah, Ky., sell to
Fred Crosslin, Colored, Dismissed ofg the highest bidder, on a credit of six
Charge Provided He Returns months, the following described
Pipe to TerrelL property, viz:
'First—The entire interest in sev-
eralty of Frank Risrlesherget 'i a cer-
Red Frances paid Liveryman Chas. tam n lot, lying in the city of Paducah,
Clark yesterday what he owed the McCracken county, Kentucky, and
latter, and Judge Cross dismissed the known as part of lot No. 9, in the
warrant charging Frances with re- Jersey division of the land of U. C.
fusing to pay the livery.bill. Frances P. Pool, deceased, beginning on Third
hired a rig from (leek and promis- street (fortnerly Locust street) at the
ed to bring it back at it o'clock one Southeast corner of lot No. ye and
night, but instead did not return it running back towards Fourth street,
until 8 o'clock the following morn- 175 feet; thence Southward parrallel
ing. and then refused to pay for its with Third street 67 feet; thence at
use. right angles 175 feet to Third street;
Caleb Bell was fined $ae and costs thence with third street 67 feet to the
for disorderly conduct. place of beginning and same lot or
011ie Rice was dismissed of the parcel .ef ground conveyed to Frank
charge of flourishing a pistol at an- Riglesberger by Scott Overton and
other. wife, on the 3tst day of August, i890.
Quinn Farris and John Jordan a deed to same being recorded in
were each fined $5 and costs for dis- Deedbook No. 6o, page to6, in the
orderly conduct. clerk's office of the McCracken coun-
Joe Jones and NPaybelle Johnson ty court, together with all improve-
were each fined $2o and costs for im- meats and apputenances.
morality. Second—The entire interest in sev-
Fred Croaslin. chalked with ob- eralty of a certain lot or parcel of
taming money by false pretenses. ground belonging to J. W. Riglesber-
wa dismissed with the understanding ger. the same lying and being in the
that he get the Itad pipe in contro- city of Paducah. McCracken county,
versy and turn it over toridney Ter- Kentucky. and being at the intersee-
rell, who owns If he vs not re- tion of Sixth street and Husbands
turn it he goeetenlii. street, on the East side of Sixth
street; thence Southward with Sixth
CALLDWAv CLIPPINGS. street 45 feet; thence at right angles
(Times ) toward Fifth street 157 1-2 feet to an
Mrs. E. W. Wear and children of alley; thence at right angles 45 feet
Paducah, have been visiting relatives thence at right ungles 1571-2 feet
here the past few days. to the beginning See Deed book 49.
The many friends of Brown Ven. page 446, records of McCracken
able are glad to see him able to be county court clerk's office. together
out again after a sewn seige of with all improvements and appurten-
measles and flax. ances.
What has become of the move to Third—The following lots or par-
farm a Newspaper League in the eels of land in the city of Paducah,
First District ? Why not appoint a McCracken county. Kentucky. and ly-
place and time for a meeting? ing or being on the east side of Thiol
R. T Wells and Tom Williams street. and being in Additon "J" and
have two or three hundred voices in "P" to the city of Paducah. 'Ken-
training for the old patriotic songs tucky, and being 400 feet from the
for the celebration of the Fourth You corner of Elizabeth and Third streets
should hear them on the east side of Third street, cot-
Among the number of Shetland net to lot No. la, at the upper cor-
colts dropped here this season. Tom ner. Addition "J"; thence with the
ifeElrath's takes the premium for east line of Third street and towards
smallness and fancy colors—black and Norton street 642 feet and 4 inches
white It is about as big as a she p- to the dividing line between lots Nos.herd dog and very fancifully marked 2 and 3 in Additon "P"; thence at
as to color, right angles and in a easterly direz-
Rev. W. D. Dunn. of Miehie, Tenn., tion and with the dividing line of
is visiting his mother near Crossland. said lots a and 3 to low water ovelk
Eld. E. B. bourland, pastor of the on the Tennessee river, and thence
Christian church, and wife. are off twith its meanderings in a southerlyon a vacation of a few weeks. direction to the south line of lot No.








In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
southerly direction to the'eseetis line
of lot No. ix thence in a westirly di-
rection and with the south line of
lot No. 13, to_a point 170 feet from
Third street; thence at right angles
in a southerly direction 30 feet; thence
at right angles and with the line of
lot No. 12, 170 feet to the point of
beginning.
Second—Corntrsencing in the East
Line of Third street at a poin 596
feet and a inches from the corner of
Elizabeth and Third street and 196
feet and 2 inches from the corner of
101 No. 12, at the upper corner of Ad-
dition "J" to the city of Poskicah;
thence with the East line of Third'
street towards Norton street 106 feet
and 2 inches; thence at right angles
with Third street in an Easterly di-
rection to low water mark on the
Tennessee river; thence in a souther-
ly direction with the meanderings of
said river to the .North line of the
above described lot; thence w'th the
northern line of said'lot in a wester-
ly direction to the beginning at Third
street.'
Third—Commencing at a point in
the East line of Third street 792 feet
and 4 inches from the corner of Eliz-
abeth and Third streets and 392 feet
and 4 inches from the corner of lot
No. t2. at the upper corner of Addi-
tion "J" to the City of Paducah;
thence with the east line of Third
street towards Norton street 250 feet
to the dividing line between lots 2
and 3 in Addition "P"; thence at right
angles in an easterly direction with
the division line between and lots
No. 2 and 3 to low water mark on
the Tennessee ever; thence wth the
meanderings of said river in a south-
erly direction to the northern line of
the second lot or division of said
property to the beginning of Third
street.
And he will then offer sech entire
parcel as a whole and accept and ex-
ecute such sale as shall realize the
most money for the entire le... afore-said
The amount of money for which
such sales are to be made is the
mortgage lien debt in favor of the
plaintiff, Globe Bank & Trust com-
pany. for $23.281.76, with interest on
the property as set forth in the judg-
ment, and the attachment lien debt
in favor of the plaintiff. Globe Bank
& Trust Company. for $10,318.77.
with interest on the property as set
forth in the judgment. and all costs
in the action.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security
bearing interest at 6 per cent, from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 22nd day of June. 1907.
. CECIL REED.
Master Commissioner.
D. G. PARK, Attorney.
COMMISSIONER/S SALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of
McCracken Circuit Court, rendered
at its April Tesrm, town. in the action
of A. L Newman plaintiff, againsc
J. L. Harrison, defendant I will, on
Monday. July 8th (about the hour of
to o'clock a. m.), row, (being Coun-
ty Court day), at the Court House
door in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to
the highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the following described
property, viz:
A certain parcel of land, consist-
ing of live acres, situated in Mc-
Cracken county, Kentucky, and de-
scribed as follows: Being situated
in the southwest corner of Barren
lot, No. 9. of the W. S, poldry sur-
vey, and being the same land con-
veyed to the said Harrison on the
24th day of February. t9oR, by
James F.. Long, by deed of record
in Deed Book 47, page 510, Mc-
Cracken County Court Clerk's Of-
fice, to satisfy said judgment, inter-
est and cost. _ .
e The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having fort, of replevin
bond; on which execution may issue
when due.





in pursuance of a judgment of
McCracken Circuit Court, rendered
at its April Term, van. in the action
of Mary Elizabeth Ingram etc.. plain-
tiff, against Linda Ingram etc., de-
fendant. I will, on Monday, July Rth,
(about the hour of to o'clock a. m.).
1007, (being County Court day), at
the Court House door in Padtteah,
Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder.
on a credit of six and twelve months
the following described property, viz:
The following described' property
lying in the city of Paducah, Mc-
Crecke'n cattntyalCentucky, to-wit;
being two certain lots coi land in
the City of Padneah, the State of
Kentucky, and known as lots No.
tell-tee, in Harris-Flournoy, TrimbSe
and Norton's A.ddition to Paducah,
begillning at the intersection of
Walnut and Harris streets, thence
up Walnut street to Campbell street
16o feet to an ailey; thence at right
angles toward the river 85 feet to
the line of lot No. 157; thence with
the line of lot No. 157, 160-feet 10
Harris street ;thence with Harris
street .85 feet to the beginning,. to
satisfy_ said judgment„. 'interest and
cost.
The purchaser will be required 'to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 ger cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may is-
sue when due.
This 4th day o f July, 2907.
CECIL REED,
Master Commissioner.
Campbell & Campbell, Attorneys.
SHERIFF'S SALE.
'By virtue of a judgment of the Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court directed to me,
which issued from the. Clerk's office
of the McCracken Circuit Court in
favor of The Globe Bank & Trust Co.
against J. R. Martin, etc., or one of
my deputies, will on Monday, the 8th
day of July 1907, between the hours
of it o'clock a. m., and 12 o'clock m.,
at the Court House door in the City
of Paducah, McCracken County,
'Kentucky, expose to public sale, to
the highest bidder (on a credit of six
months). the following property, or,
so much thereof as may be necessary
to satisfy the amount of the plaintiff's
said judgment, to-wit: with
interest feoni the is day of October,
1905, and costs; said property being
certain real estate in the City of
Paducah. McCracken County. Ken-
tucky. andseparately described as fol-
lows:
A lot or parcel of ground situated
in the City of Paducah, Kentucky and
known as Lot 67 in Enders' second ad
dition to the City of Paducah, Ken-
tucky, fronting forty (4o) ft. on Har-
rison street between jith and 12th
streets 160 ft. in depth, to an alley.
Being the same property conveyed to
Mary E. Vance by ?Jessie Wicks and
A. L. Wicks and 'recorded n D. B.
54. page 513 in McCracken County
Clerk's office
Also a certain lot or parcel of land
lying in the Cit yaf Paducah. County
of McCracken and State of Kentucky
more particularly- described as fol
lows: being a part of Lot No. 41, in
Enders' second addition to the City
of Paducah, Kentucky, bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the West side of Moc-
quot (now loth) street ninety-six (96)
ft. above Harrison street; thence
running with the West line ot and up
Mocquot (now toth) street, sixty-four
(64) ft. to an alley; thence with the
North line of said alley sixty-three
(63) ft. three (3) inches to Lot No
4a; thence with .the line of Lot No.
4,2 towards Harrison street sixty-
four (64)._ ft; thence at right angles
sixty-three (63) ft. three (3) inches
to the beginning. Being the same pro
perty sold by Mrs. Sarah E. Ballard
to Jessie Ross as recorded in D. B.
Sixty-three (63) page 20 in the office
of the Clerk of the McCracken County
Court
Also the following Lot or parcel of
ground in Paducah, McCracken
County, Kentucky and more particu-
larly described as being part of Lots
and a of C. E. Jennings i.trb-division
of block No. '63 of Harris, Flournoy,
Trimble and Nortons addition to the
City of Paducah, Kentucky, begin-
ning at a point on the North side of
Flournoy street between tith street
(if extended) and 12 street, One hund
red and two (iw) ft. from the N. E.
Corner of tath and Flournoy street;
thence at Tight angles along the di-
viding fence of the property of C. E.
Jennings and L. J. Rouse seventy (70)
ft. to a Fin (to) ft. alley; thence at
right angles along the South line of
'aid alley and towards the Ohio river
thirty-five (35) ft. to a stake; thence
at right angles seventy (70) ft. to the
North line of said Flournoy street
thirty-five (35) ft. to the point °flee-
ginning.
Sold as the property of J. R. Mar-
tin.
Witness my hand this 2flth day Of
June, 1907.
JNO. W. OGILVIE, Sheriff M. C.
HUME OGILVIE, D. S.
L
TO TEST SCHOOL CHILDREN.
'New York, July 3.—The 5016. )1
authorities of New York have 'had
their attention called to an invention
called the ergrgrapho nhich is war-
ranted to determine correctly the reel
cause for a pupil's backwardness in
his studies. When the dunce of the
class remarks casually that two aryl
two make five the borrow-struck
(teacher need n longer throw the
Mattil,Efinger Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
180 S. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH, KY
Keading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES 2IVEN UPON. REQUEST.
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 4:-a NEW Ag. 326-28 S. 3rd St
GLOP.E BANK & TRUST CO.
At the Close of Business
RESOURCES
Loans and Disc'ts $360.085.62
Stocks and Bonds... 51,135.uo
Banking House ... 17,000.00
Furniture and Fixt'rs 5,750.00
Real Estate  1,200.00
Cash and Exchange 59,158.81
$394.329.43




Surplus Fund  31,000.00
Undivided Profits  5,i75-79
Tax Fund  1,550.00
Deposits  256,603.64
$394329-43
N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashiske.
MONUMENTS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monu-
mandlilllawhick show the best of workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
Line of curbing and mcnuments in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE'
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive







In Residence 7 eleph ones
Paducah Home Telephone
Company
blackboard at him. Instead he can
test him by the ergograph, and find
whether over-study or too much play
is the cause of the disaster. The new
instrument is a German invention and
is said to have been tried successful-
ly in the London schools. The glow-
ing reports of its success may lead
to its adoption for the schools of
New York and other American cit-
ies.
According to the description the
forearm of the child is clamped to
the table that holds the apparatus.
Then the hand Is secured, only the
middle finger being left free. This
isolated . finger iS placed' in a I;ele
steel box, and the pupil flexes the
Muscles as long as he can, setting
wheels and epringeort werek; -with the-
result that a stispended weight lifts
with each effort. There is an indi-
cator at the back of it, whose maiks
ascend from five to 3oo. The child
that succeeds in pressing the indi-
calatsor. to the highest point invariably
turns 
s
out to be a bright boy in his
tbf Johnny arrives in the morning
feeling so fit that he can push the
indicator up to too! and in the even-
ing can' get it only half as far, the in-
ference is that Johnny needs less
studg and more fresh air, or, per-
haps. better food and more of it.
It is said that the ergograph does
not con6ne its revelations to children.
It is equally efficient in dealing with
adults. One of its virtues is that it
will show whether the subject is lazy'
or is really incapable of much physi-•
cal endurance. The two states are
riftetr .,V5Isfnitntled -
teacher has -only to ask the ergo-






egister Building, 523 Broadway.
AMES E. WILHELM, President
ONN WILHELM, Treasurer
StOBERT & WILHELM, Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-









Anyone faiti.s9to re' • • this paper
regularly should report tne matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland .318.
11 <UN LABEL> 11
tZied 
Thursday Morning, July 4, 1907.
The Glorious Fourth.
'One hundred thirty-one years
the Continental Congress pro-alit
cl med the document, adapted twa
sl ; before, as a formal declaration s
to .ndependence of the thirteen colo-
n+, of Breat Britain, which by that
dalaratian and in consequence of a
sulcessful ending of a war incident
thfreto, became thirteen independent
nans united into a confederation
foe protectian against outside foes. A
little later the confederation was
strengthened and the urique nation of
nation currently and inrorrectly
known as the United States of Amer-
ica, came into existence._
Too much cannot be said in praise
)f those devoted colorists who tak-
..
ng chances with the gallows dared to
sign their names under John Han-
cock's. We enjoying the freedom,
for which they fought and rsired, all
owe to the a debt, the weight of
which rare'y enters our mind: In
fact the significance„ of our declara-
tion of independence is more clearly
understood in Europe than in Amer-
ica. Yet when at' '... sai'd we are sin-
cerely grateful for the Fourth and
the memories it begets, any seeming
failure on our part to appreciate the
act it commemorates comes from the
have
that
fact that having liberty we
never suffered from the tyrany
makes it previous to the European.
Every now and then we hear
someone saying that nobody should
express themselves on a question in-
volving taxation who is not a prop-
erty owner. They forget that the
tenant is at greater cost to live in a
community than the property owner
because he bears all the expense,
taxes, repairs, interest, etc., and then
a profit to the landlord. Surely the
-tenant has as snnch right to speak on
public questions as the landlord. 14e
pays the tax if he 'votes one.
According to Otte Nashville Banner,
'Mr. Roger/ C. Sullivan, National
Democratic Committeeman from Il-
linois, in answer to the question.
'What is a Democrat?" says: "A
Democrat is one who asks concerning
missives only one question. Are
they right?'" That is rather too
sweeping an asserticm. Many a Dem-
ocrat doesn't ask anything about
-measures. but just votes the ticket.
And in this respect they are like
many Republicans.
Our esteemed contemporary, the
Memphis Commercial-Appeal throws
▪ •seven kinds of fits every time it
thinks of the growth of the temper-,
since movement It now challenges
the temperance people of Tennessee
to submit prohibition to a vote to the.
people :of the state of Teneessee! We
are not the seventh daughter of the
seven*444.1ster, but we predict that
if the litbeperante' people of Tennes-
see take them as their word, the nsht-
jority in favor of prohibition will be
at least toem.00ts,
t f.
Washington refused three ,terms.
Jefferson sought no trlOre than two.
Jackson dallied with the third-term
proposition and actually named his
successor, the most disapipointing of
•, 1 all our presidents. Grant Jed by the•
most unteratki politician of the
last cent i',Cottirm, actually tried
for the third-term. In this there ap-
pears but little hope for John. Temple
Calkeite disire for another terns of
Teddy to find fruition. _
sommarammumwolo. 
That wealth canot buy health is an
old aphorism. That but few men
with money have brains is a fact
proven by observation extending over
the- entire epoch of human history.
Happiness fleeing from the embrace
of wealth is :he theme of at least 20
per cent of the world's poetry. But
we are 'all willing to experiment with
a few millions.
For a city to employ an engineer
to plan improvements and (Urea the
work upon them then pay inspectors
to see that the work is done in ac-
cordance with plans .and specifica-
tions, and then pay hire for teams
and wages for labor, only In the end
to give a contractor a profit on the
job, is a waste of good money.
The ConstitatiOn of AV.' United
States may be obselete; but its mak-
ers were thorough students of politi-
cal history and versed in human na-
ture, which is more than can be said
of their latter day critics from Teddy
way up to Winston Churchill.
The Japanese government and the
American government are very
friendly. There is going to be a nav-
al display in the Pacific ocean. Uncle
Sam is simply going to have a race
of 16 battleships against the Oregon's
record.
It is a sad commentary cn the con
dition of affairs in American munici-
palities that every time an executive
of one of our cities actually tries to
enforce the law it is telegraphed
abroad as a sensational bit of news:
First aid to the injured on the
Fourth a July might even go to the
length of anticipating the injury by
we,Ivo hours and soaking Young
America's explosives in a tubful of
water over night
People' are governed as they, that
is the majority, desire to be governed.
A community in which a majority
are seeking' the best end far them-
selves will always be controlled by
grafters.
Butter Milk Chancy has been
eclipsed by Cocktail Charley and the
result is a decided higher tempera-
ture in the territory supposedly cov-
ered by the Fairbanks boom.
After seventy-five years of experi-
ence the railroads have determined
to make a virture of necessity and
furnish newspapers with details con-
cerning wrecks.
If every man earning wages was
frugal and saving a single year would
lock up the money supply of the
world in the hands of the wage-earn-
er.
The prophet who isnk known in
his own country can safely lay the
blame at the door of the poorly plan-
ned advertising.
The only nature faking that is per-
missable is in regard to the size of
the game and the distance of the shot.
Folk. of Missouri, is making good—
he goes after law breakers with both
a big stick and a sharp knife.
Henry •Watterson has about





'London, July 3.'—The annual Hen-
ley regatta opened today. No col-
lege eight from the opposite side of
the water •figures this year in the
English Aquatic Derby. The only
foreign entries, in fact, are one Bel-
gian and one German crew. Never-
theless a lively interest is manifested
in the regatta, owing to the fact that
for the first time in its history Eng-
land will fight to recover the famous
Grand Challenge Cup instead of to
defend it. The Belgian creir are the
present holders of the coveted trophy.
Although the Diamond Sculls have
been won by a Dutchman, an Ameri-
can and a Canadian, the Grand Chal-
lenge Cup never left England until
last year..
In view of the world-wide attention
always given to Henley week it is in-
teresting to recall how insignificant
was the beginning of the great
Thames festival. Although as early
as 1829 the rival university Crews or
Oxford and Cambridge met. on what
is now the Henley course, it was not
until 1839 that the actual regatta was
prganized. In that year the inhabit-
Ants of Henley formed a committee
and decided to offer a silver cup val-
ued at $5oo as the "Henley Regatta
Grand Challenge Cup," to be rowed
for annually by amateur crews in
eigilt-oared boats. The "Town Chal-
lenge Cup" and medals for the win-
ners were also offered for crews of
four. The first regatta was held on
June 14, 1839, and was notable for a
great struggle between Oxford and
Cambridge for the Grand Challenge
Cup, the prize eventually falling to
Trinity, of the latter university. This
was the humble beginning of what
was destined to become the biggest




St. Louis, July 1.—Patrolmen Mc-
Enneny and .Burgoyne of the Fourth
District say they will never cease to
regard themselves as quite the lucki-
est policemen in St. Louis, after the
narrow escape yesterday afternoon
from being crushed under tons of
falling bricks, mortar and heavy
plumbers' supplies that tumbled from
the third and fourth floors of the
North Second street plant of the L.
M. Rumsey Manufacturing Company.
The Rumsey Company occupies
the entire ,iloo block on North Main
and North Second street. Between
two rows of buildings and running
north and south there is a 50-foot al-
ley. It was into this alley that the
rear wall of the building numbered
8to North Second street fell with a
crash that was heard for blocks just
as the officers were passing and were
within a few feet of it.
They were hit by flying bricks and
mortar, but after making sure that
they were uninjured and that ri
others were under the wreckage, Pa-
trolman McEnneny telephoned. -his
station. The buildings were im-mediately roped off to provide against
further accident.
The structure was erected in 1868.It is known as the McCune block. Itis the main one in the group used as
warehouses by the manufacturing
contpany, the offices being on the firstfloor
OBJECTS OF DEFENSE.
— —
Will Show Peaceful Campaign on
Part of the Miners.
Boise, Idaho, July 3 —The cross-
examination of Gen. Eugene EngfeY.formerly Attorney-General of the
State of Colorado under Gov. Waite.*ill be continued this morning, thestate having a few questions to askthe witness when the Haywood trial
opens.
The defense continues to center its
efforts on the conditions existing inColorado at the time of the CrPple
Creek strike, for- the purpose of
showing that there was no need forthe calling out of the militia, andthat the Western Federation of Min-ers, which up to thaS time had con-ducted a peaceful campaign againstthe mine owners, was made respon-sible for a number of outrages bycome military and the "gun men" employedby the mine owners and the Citizens'horse Alliance. ii•
Gen. Engley has already testified
1 thv the Citizens' Alliance was madesnp-, trn of the leading citizens of CripPleour ' Creek and that the mine owners con-! ;swirled P very snr ntall part of the co.minity. He is an avowed Socialistof pronounced type. His evidence soPlutOtratic disregard of law breeds far has been interesting as a frank
avowal of interest in the doctrines ofanarchistic overturning of law. socialism and the Western Federa-' lion of Miners as an actual sympa-H.ANICSOURG 'thizer and because he was employedMISC as counsel in a number of eases forCENTENNIAL. the Federation. ..With an adjourrunent over the 4th4-1, not considered likely the defenseNil1 be able to conclude the evidence
before Friday evening. It is now
probable that they will not be in 'a
position to call Moyer to the' standbefore Monday 'evening. Moyer willbe followed by Ifaywood, who will
close the case for the defense.
'Boise is preparing for a big cele-
bration of the Fourth of July. A. gala
Today is Independence day,
pose we utilize it in declaring
own freedom.
Mechanicsburg, Pa.. July 3.—The
elabsiparte preparations for ,Mechanics -
!lows s centennial celebration were
completed last evening. The celebra-
tion began at sunrise this morning
with a salute of moo guns and the ring-
ing of bells. During the morning
there were athletic sports and speech-
making, vitfr an industrial parade this
afternoon over the principal thor-
occasion of three days, commencingoughfares of time city_ Tonight there
today, has been furnished with a pro-
with a general illumination of the 
will he a carnival and hand concerts,
arrimme providing for many interes, _
city. The Military, civic and firemen's jug ev"tf-
parade will be he:d tomorrow, the
celebration to conclude with a fine .When we undertake to prove whatdisplay of fireworks. . nobody doubts, we are apt to stir up
where it never existed before..The nsost reliable es-tab„iisametiti A good adertistement—one with theuse the best stationery_ -which is a gainblnig element iseft ont—is the con-point for all -business men to consid t centrated essence or ,business brains.
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12 TODAY IN HISTORY.
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1187—Saladin defeated the Crusaders
at TiberiaL
1653—Barebones' Parliament met.
1754—Col. George Washington de-
feated the French at Fort Ne-
cessity.
1778—Three hundred whites massa-
cred by the Indians in the Wy-
oming valley of Pennsylvania.
1781—British forces under Cornwal-
lis evacuated Williamsburg, Va.
1789—President Washington approv-
ed the first Americad tariff act.
1809—John Stephenson, builder of the
first street railway car, born.
Died 1893.
1818—Construction of the Erie can-
al begun.
1828--Cornerstone of Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad. laid at Balti-
more.
1848—President Polk laid the corner-
stone for the Washington mon-
ument.
1863—Gen. Pemberton surrendered
Vicksburg to Gen. Grant.
t868—President Johnson proclaimed
a complete amnesty.
1894—The 'Hawaiian republic was
proclaimed.
t89O—Many lives lost by floods in
Texas.
Cr. a
"TH118 IS MY 'ST BIRTHDAY"
Prince William Frederick.
•Prince William Frederick, son of
the crown prince of Germany and
Emperor William's only grandson,
was born July 4, tgo6. His name in
full is Prince William Frederick
Francis Joseph Olaf. Americans have
a special interest in this little prince
because he was born on the Fourth
of July. Besides, his mother, the
Crown Princess, is a great admirer of
Americans. In a very few years will
begin the serious work of training the
little prince for tbe high position he
will ultimately be called upon -to fill.
His education will be a very rigid one.
At six years of age he willxbegin the
study of foreign languages, particular-
ly French. He will have daily drills
and military exercises and will be
thoroughly grounded in horseman-
ship. At ten years he will be made a
lieutenant and will be privileged to
walk beside the stalwart grenadiers
of the guard. Four years probably
will be spent at the military cadet
school at Ploen. Almost antil he
reaches his twenty-first year he will
be under the rigid rule of German
militarism, subject to the discipline of
tutors and governors, like any other
young officer of the army.
BABY RUN OVER
ESCAPES INJURY.
Pulled Out From Under a Train
Without as Much as a Scratch.
'Chicago, July 2.—Somewhere in
Winnetka. a north shore suburb, there
is a baby which has the proud distinc-
tion of having been run over by a
railroad train and emerging from un-
der the wheels without a scratch.
Just after leaving the station yes-
terday _Engineer Duncan of a north-
bound Chicago lft Northwestern ex-
press train saw a swhite object lying
between the rails in front of the train.
As the first glance he suppose it to
be a newspaper and paid little atten-
tion to it. The next instant he threw
on his air brakes with a jerk that sent
everyone in the train sprawling.
"Good heavens?" he shouted, turn-
ing a white face to his fireman. "It's
a baby"
By the time the train had come
grinding to a standstill the white ob-
ject was under the tender. Duncan
and his fireman jumped to the ground,
and, with a scared group of passen-
gers rapidly gathering around, drew
the baby tenderly from under the en.
gine. The baby, which had been ly-
ing on its face opened its eyes,
stared at its rescuer for a moment
and then burst into a healthy wail.
The child was absolutely unhurt.
Subsequently efforts to learn the
identity of the child or its parents
were unavailing. The baby appeared
to be about a year and a half old.
"Manners make the man," but when
they're overdone they make an in-
sipid sissy of an otherwise decent
fellow.
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Muslin Underwear
Our Mid-Summer CLIAN-UP SAL" of MUSLIN
UNDILILWILAK will begin
Monday, July 1 et.
AND CONTINUI ONZ
if
Melt eady-mode goods offered in this sale are u
much less in price than the raw material ol which
they are made
Part oi this line was left over from a former nu
drummers sample sale and part of it is goods that
we are closing out.
Not a single garment in the lot is priced more un
than the wholesale figures---some at less, and #
when it is considered that these prices are based If
on those ot a year ago you will readdy see what
a really attractive proposition we are making un
klaterlid af every class and character his advanc-
ed, as much in some instances as one-half, and in #
view of this fact we fail to see bow wee the mann- It
factirar cull p3asibly make these garments at
the prices at which we offer them.
It
We mediae bore oily a few of the remarkably low prices that
will prevail during this sale:
GOWNS 44c, 45c, 48c, 50c, 54g, 58c, 62c, 66c, 15c, 79c
92c, $1.10, $1.12, $1.25, $1.50.
DRAWERS 22c, 23c, 25c, 30c, 42c, 50c, 67c, 88c, $1.12
22
22
ss• CORSET COVERS FROM 5c to $1.5022
at tinn u urnattuannuttunnuannuansitus:•nuss
PURCELL & THOMPSON
CHEMISES FROM 23c to $2.75
u uu uu 407 BROADWAY _ U
U 22USSUVUUUUUUUUUUUU UUUUSSUUUUUCUUUUU
Berlin, July 3.—At the Colonial"ex-
hibition now in progress in this city
a great attraction is the negro village,
the inhabiftnts of which hail front
German poSsessions in the Dark Con-
tinent. They are somewhat miter-
tain. and untamed, and therefore kept
under sharp control. Their curiosity
to see the city after dark, however,
is quite as pronounced as with many
of their white bret6iren. Benig over
mastered by this curiosity eighteen of
the stalwart negroes, in scant drap•
eries, broke out of the exhibition the
other night and proceeded to have a
good time. Black men are not fa-
miliar sights on the streets of Berlin.
and their unexpected appearance
singly and in groups at odd corners
was terrifying to nervous persons
whom they met. All night long the
police were engaged in hunting down
the inquisitive negroes, the last of
completely intoxicated, was
found haranguing his police captors
on the pressures of fieedom.
Just when you feel secere asid safe;
your competrtoit May be laying his
pipes to keep, ou awake n'ights.
.\ • ,
Lay in Your Coal Now
" 
•
We Handle the Best RENDER Coal
Lump per bushel - - - - - 13c
Nut per bushel - - I. " 12c
Anthracite, per ton - - - - $9.50
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Tokio, 4,.-arThe expected out-
bruin of dirgnat/ion in view of the
latest development in the anti-Jap-
anese movement in San Francisco
has not yet appeared on the surface.
The press is remaifialay 'Went so far.
In the course of conversation with
men in high circles who are well in-
formed on the present situation, they
express thealselves as .being appre-
herieive that the unrestrained sway
of indignation over the discrimniatioo
against Japanese in America might
fall into the hands of a third power
which is always aiming to arrest
Japan's progreks . while advocating
firm meaattrea to remove the cause
of grievances of compatriots victim-
ized in the anti-Japanese movement
Prudent handling of the situation is
recommended lest Japin be placed in
the position of picking chebtoots out
of the fire for 3 third party. Who
this third power is may not he diffi-
cult to guess. hat in Aloe course of
conversation on the question the
name is carefully avoided.
No Discrimination.
San Franciaco. July 3 —The Jap-
anese Association Nif America has is-
sued the following statement:
"Five of the principal Chamber& of
C.ofmnerce in Japan recently address-
ed a communication to Chambers of
Commerce in America setting forth
the gri..vancee of Japanese. residents
in San Francisco and including
among such ittievanees the denial of
the right of education.
"The Janeneae Aesociation of
/LA:merit-a. which has its headquarters
in San Princis.co. believes that hi jus-
tice to the people of California and
the whole country this erroneous
statement should be corrected and
the (ale impressions removed. Jap-
anese children in San Francisco are
not now denied the right of educa-
tion On the other hand there are as
many Japanese scholars in the public
schools as there were befeire the
earthquake and fire of April 1& toots
fine they are receiving thesame treat-
ment and the •ame advantages that
are given to the pupils of other na-
tionalities and are admitted to the
.'ane schools.
"Tn making this correctiem the Jap-
anese Associatiod if Ataserlca wishesto show its desire•for fairneita and it
hopes that its efforts to bring about
friendly relations between the Pep-
coterie and the people of San Fran-
-loco and the state of ealifornia will
h.ave tl,s• svomathv and support of
the merchants and beriine;s men ofthe state."- -
FLAUNTS RED FLAG
IN THE LAW'S FACE.
Cleveland, 0., July 3.—Deputy
United States Marshals continued
their search for John D. Rockefellet
here today for the purpose of serving
him with a subpoena to appear in
Chicago next Saturday. Marsh:;
Chandler said he still felt confident
that Mr. Rockefeller was in or near
Cleveland and that service on him
would be obtained before many
hours.
No Credence in Report.
Chandler said he placed no cre-
dence in a report published this
morning to the effect that Rockefel-
ler had left Forest Hill in an auto-
mobile last night, slipping by a Dep-
uty Marshal who was on guard all
night rround the residence of the oil
man.
The search for Mr Rockefeller to-
day was on a more systematic basis
than anything attempted heretofore.
With an 'increased number of depu-
ties at his command, Marshal Chan-
dler had the grounds at Forest Hill
thoroughly gone over by his men
Deputy Marshals also called at the
hodies of a number of Rockefeller's
friends where it was thought he pos-
sibly might take refuge
Wife Taken Ill.
More than twenty deputies, each
with a subpoena, are now searching
for Mr. Rockefeller in this city or its
suburbs. As a result of the excite-
ment incident to the Rockefeller res-
idence being placed under guard. it
is said that Mrs. Rockefeller has be-
come seriously ill. She is suffering




,lsbad, N. M., July 3.—During
,next three days this place is to
the scene of a unique celebration
o commemorate the beginning of
government irrigation in New Mexi-
co. The importance of the occasion
to the people of New Mexito, and al-
REFEREE BAGBY WILL MAKE sta to the residents of other large' 
• DECLARATION FOR CRED- aregs throughout th ewest and south-
ITORS JULY 15. !west, can only be appreciated when
!it is borne in mind that great tracts
1 of land now of an arid or semi-arid
DRAB MUTES
IN CONVENTION.i Norfolk, Vat. jelly 3.—The annual
'convention. of Me National Associa-
1.0A of the Deatbegan in thia city to-
day, Several hundred delegates are
in attendance from Minnesota, Ar-
kansas, North Carolina. -Connecticut,
Indiana, New York, Alabama, Ohio.South Dakota Michft 'Kansas, Wis-
consin. Matto's. Missouri, Nebraska,
lifiestuchusetts and Iowa. The pres-
jdent of tile association is George W.lV Fitt of COlorado Springs. In hon-
oe 
f the visitors the management ofth  Jamettown exposition has desig-
nated tomorrow at "National Asso-




constantly receivins new goods.
vITORNEYS WANT BIB FEE
character will soon be made to "blos-
som as the rose" through the medi-
um of irrigation. The projects al-FOR LEGAL SERVICES ready under way will when completed
!add millions to the wealth and re-
sources of the territory.
PADUCAH BREWERY SUES J. D. -That New Nfexico is fully alive to'
OVERSTREET AND WIFE the significance of the work is evi-
ON A NOTE. denced by the fact that the celebra-
tion about to begin was authorized by
the legislature, and the expenses will
be borne by the territorial treasury.Elijah Rice Filed Suit for Divorce Persons of prominence from all partsFrom His Wife, Ethel Rice— of the territory are to take part in theDeeds Were Recorded, celebration, together with representa
tives from the Department of the In-
terior and officials of the reclamation
Partes holding unprotested .claims service from Washington.
against E. Rehkopf in the bankruptcy The Carlsbad reclamation project
court, will get the benefit of a ten v-as primarily undertaken by the gov-
er cent dividend to be declared July enment at the urgent request of the
15 by Referee Bagby, unless some settlers to save their property and
valid objection is entered to show Imes which were threatened with
catrse why the dividend should not be destruction by drouth, as the result
declared. The referee yesterday gave of a flood which washed away a por-
notice that he would declare the divi- tion of the Alavon dam, on which
dend on the date mentioned, unless their canal system depended for its
something was shown as to why it supply.
should not be done. This is the first 'Acting upon the advice of eminent
declaration made for the creditors consulting engineers a core wall of
thus far and will amount to some re-inforced concrete was built from
bed rock to the crest of the dam'.thousands of dollars.
Attorneys Crice and Ross, and There is no longer any possibility of
pesi_ the structore being washed away byCampbell and Campbell, filed a
tion before the referee yesterday ask- a flood. On the lower side of the
ing for a fee of $3.500 for defending dam is a rock All which would pre-
the suit instituted to throw E. Reh_ vent erosion in case flood water
kopf into bankruptcy. should sweep over the dam. The re-
The second payment of $16.000 was inforced concrete conduit which was
collected yesterday by Trustee Boyd constructed across the Pecos river by
in the bankrupt estate. The tan yard. the former owners of the system has
storehouses and other prop‘rties of been strengthened and the founda-
Rehkopf sold for $48,0oci, to be paid tios carried- to bed rock.
for in three equal installments, the Across -Dark canyon is a siphon,
second and third payments being se_ circular in form. and of sufficient size
cured by bonds. for a six-foot man to walk through
The reledee yesterday confirmed standing upright. The canal has been
wthe trustee's report showing that idened and deepened and built on
sGeorge I.- Allison had paid into. the cientific principles, so as to carry
the greatest amount of water with thetrustee's hands the $2,1144 he bid for
the residence formerly owned least excavation. This work whenby
Ikehkopf. on South Fifth between completed will cost more than $60o.-
Kentucky avenue and Washington 000 and will supply 25.000 acres with
, II water.street.
Rockefeller Not at Tarrytown. j during tow, and he claims she leftNew York. July 1—The where- I him in July, foodAbout, of John D. Rockefeller were County Clark's Office.still unknown today to U. S. Marshal Property on Mill street has beenHenkel and his deputies. who are try- sold by John Sayre to Johanna Sayreing to serve a subpoena on him to for $600, and the deed filed .attend court in Chicago July 6. Six ord yesterday with the county ca'.process servers were on guard last W. S. Duncan sold to Susan Der-night and today around Mr Rocks- rington for $600. land in the county.feller's estate near Tarrytown. N. Y.. L. P. Janes bought from C. O'Bry-but their vigil was unrewarded. En- an for $60, property in thc O'Bryantrance to the estate was permitted addition.only after identification by men em- 'Minnie Guthrie transferred toployed about the farm. James W. Eaker for $2.600, propertyAt the office of the Standard Oil at Fourteenth and Harrison streets.company nothing could be learned L. P. Janes sold to V. G. Garnereither as to Mr. Rockefeller'a where- for $1 property in the O'Bryan addi-about, or as to whether he intends to tion.give the United States Deputy Mar- A marriage license was issued to dilettante teaching, too much (blot
,
shalt who are searching for him in William B. Waters and Kathleen Es.-three states an opportunity to serve selborn.their summons.
Hes Is Not at Son-in-Law's Home.Pittsfield, Mass. July 3.--U. st.Deputy Marehals who went to thehome of E. Parmelee Prentice. the
itost-ip-law of John D. Rockefeller,today. presumably to serve 4 NA-poena on the nil mau in cottpc.ctiotwith pending Federal action in Chi-cago, did not succeed. Mr. Prenticemet the deputies, and whetashrs leant-ed who the visitors were infOrmedthem -that Mr.. Rockefeller was notthere. The depntiefs retired and short-ly afterward left the city. •:'. s •••
nice line to select *owl-, It will pay
yea t come to see us. Goods and
prices will please.
CRAW ORUGSJORt
Try out Eft* Year-OW B




Coudensed Statement of the
American-German National Ban
of Paducah, Kentucky




Other stocks and bonds...
Other real estate 
Merchandise acc't. 
Bkg. house, fur, and fix 
Treas. U. S. 5 per cet fund




























Geo. C. Thompson, President
Ed L. Atkins, Cashier.
Sued to Foreclose. Over in the Mesilla :rangy there is
The Paducah Brewery yesterday nearing completion a tiono.afoot 
supply 
diver-fi dsuit in the circuit court against sion dam- for the purse ci 
John Overstreet and his wife. Ti)- ing wa:er to one unit of The Rio
lie Overstreet. for Ss& claimed due Grade project. the Leesburg diver-
upon a note the defendants exetuted 60f. The headworks will be con-
to the brewery April 17. 1007, payable nected with the old Las Critics sys-
in sixty days. The brewery asks for lens by a canal six miles long. Be-
foreclosure of a mortgage held on de- fore_this project is finished a gigantic
fendants' goods. dam will be constructed across the
Wants a RiA Grande near Eagle, forming aDivorce.
Elijah Rice sued Ethel Rice for a 
lake .foetsr mites long and storing wa-
divorce They married in this- city ter ,•• for -the- irrigation of tRo,000
acres of land lying in New -Mexico.
Texas and Old Mexico. Still another
great work is the Rio Hondo pro-
ject, near the city of Roswell, which
has been completed at a cost of about
$as0000, and which this season sup-
',lied water for the irrigation of 12.-
000acros of fertile land.
The only thing easier than 'findingmistakes others have made is tomake mistakes yourself.
INTERIDST 174 BURNS.. 
SQUIRESBOUT.San Francisco, July 3.--L-Of greatgeneral interest will be today's bat-tle between Tommy Burns and BillSquires, the ̀ kWh-touted Attioralian.It will give American ring followerstheir first opportunity to eife up theAustralian, of whose terettic hittingability, gameness. and elevernets
t
ranch' has been hea,rd. , If Squires itanywhere as good as has been chi .heed t fight should be on, well 
wor 
lagoing far to- see. 'Britoil has estit,b-fished his reputation as a sturdy, en-during and aggressive fighter and canbe counted on to make things intfr-esting for the Australian. Since thelatter' s' arrival in this country he ltaitgained steadily in the estiniation ofthering experts and in held especiallyhigh by those Who have had an op-por-tubity to see WM train. the in-terest in the battle is indicated by tilelac that at least $25.000 has alreadt?,been wagered on the result.
good rnaff, is one -Who turns dotbe what his 'wife thouifit he waif
tie stte married, him
EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE.
London, July 3.—The eleventh in-
ternaional conference of the Evaitgeli-
cal Alliance met in London today and
will remain in session for five days
Several hundred delegates are in at-
tendance from the United Kingdom,
Canada, the United States. Australia




Do you earn your living in Padu-r
cah?
Are you boosting for home enter-
prises, and for home products.
If yoii are--
HY DON'T YOU SMOKE
PADUCAH CIGARS?
3o cigar makers now live_ in Pa-
ducah. •
There should be TOO
•




(By Ossian Lang, in the fuly
Forum.)
"There is in the United States no
teachers' profession" Here is prob-
ably the sorest spot in our education-
al organization There is too much
ny of your money
Key •West or Ha-
PADUCAH TYPOGIMPIIIGAL
ONION, NI 134
tante principaling, too much diletante
superintending. Good intentions there
are in plenty. but these are of no
snore practical value to the children
than are the good intentions of a phy-
sician toward his patients. Of what
comfort is it to the weeping parents
to know ;hat the physician loved their
child, and would have saved him if
he could, but that he did not know
how! They would sooner hatle par-
doned a Issser amount of sympathy.
if there had been a better trained
judgment. In matters concerning ed-
ucation the people are not yet cap-
able of distinguishing between sure-
handed expertness and bungling di!-
ettanteism, though they are learning,
slowly and by costly experience, that
there such a difference. Many coin-
munitiee have already dicovereci that
the sitper'ivenclent, at least, should
be a trained specialist. Howevse.
there are still to be found too many
of the "hurrah, boys!!" type of su-
perintendent, expert in the art of en-
dearing themselves to School Boards.
principals and teachers, but expert it/
nothing else. They address every
man nsost cordially as "Brother'c:r
"Son,". and the women as "Sister"
or "My Girls." Their viiiits to she
classrooms are brightened by fonny
stories, and the pages of their re-
ports are Illumined by expressions of
„gratitude to everybody in town for
rhaving helped make the local schools
the glory of the state, and liar having
brought them- to their present high
grade of efficiency. Rut one by one
these jolly good fellows are beinq
replaced by those whose chief ptir-
pos es to serve the schools, and who
kuow how t °conduct them in the
light of the best thought and accord-
ing to the most approved experience.







At Close of Business June ag, 1907.
RESOURCES:
Loans and discounts •  $334646.97
Stocks and bonds  2,195.00
Banking h6use, turniture and fixtures  9,681.08
Cash and exchange  59,660-46
$306.183-51
LIABILITIES:
Capital stock .,  $ 50,000.o0
Undivided profits  ..  4331.33
Deposits _  251,852.18
$306,183.51
A dividend of 3 1-3 pe4 cent was declared out of the earnings of
the past six months and credited to the stockholders, payable on de-




n2IttUtttattnnt:::: 3 3$ FOURTH OF jil.ILY DONT'S
U
Don't
off -right away that thtre's no fire
thee1n'  think because it ddn't go
fl 
. i 
latittittttittittittlititiStUSS Don't try your eyes over it to see
why it didn't go off.
Don't pick it up right away it is
didn't go off.
Don't see how long you can hold .
it before it goes off.
Don't fail before l'ghteng it to pick
the place to throw it.
: Don't throw it at your little sister.
• Don' throw it at your old grand-
mother. 
J
Don't throw ic at a horse.
Don't throw it at a load of hay
Don't throw it toward an awing.
Don't throw it toward your Rile of
fireworks.
Don't throw your fireworks where
spark might fall on them.






Mt. Vesoon, 79.5-0.7 fall.






St. Louis, 22.3-0.4 fall.
Paducah, 15.1—o.8 fall.
Burnside, 1.3—.0.1 s
Carthage, 2.8—o 6 fall. any fire in your hand.
Don'r point the toy pistol toward
The City of Sakillo went up early anybody.
yesterday morning bound from St. Don't lok into the muzzle to See if
Louis for the Tennessee river. She •it is loaded.
comes back next Sunday night. Don't touch the trigger oxce.pc
The City of ,Savannah got to St. when you are pointing it in the air or
Louis yesterday and should leave t3- toward the ground to fire.
morrow on her retitz this way. Don't have a toy pistol around.
The Dick Fowler cante back last Don't go "monkeying" with any.
night • from Cairo and does not leave kind of fireworks.
for that city again until tomorrow Don't try to scare anybody.
morning at eight o'clock.
The Jo.: Fowler went to Evansville NOTIFICATION OF PENSTONyesterday and comes back tomorrow.
vday , Evansville and leaves at
ones - that way. Lynville, Tenn., July 3.—Heney
CAME AFTER DEATH.TI : o S. Hopkins comes in to-
'11 7ot oust for the Tenses- colored, a private soldier in Trood
see river last night And stays up that Tenth Regiment, United States C:
stream until next Monday evening, airy, who had been stationer fort!
The steamer Kentucky comes out years at Fort Barrett, N. M., if
(the Tennessee risrer and stays here his lio,•te here Sunday night.
until five o'clock Sazurday afternoon 'court of the fact that he was suffering
Were departing on her rettisn that ffritrolmougtthiheiracsutlossiisa,rcli7 
wasand 
 gbraain I eb(cxt. 
betaway.
The Georgia Lee Passed he yes.. here 5:nce. Shortly after 'nil dc•rtt,1?7
terday bound for Cincinnati from 1:te.1nlicraiti,01,tiasat.reicnevitaelild
Memphis. penwin of
The Peters lee ;eft Cincinnati yes
aInitieri"otril Bureau tahue 
ofDeppaerntsmioas•ntt,,41.
terday and gets here Sazurday bound the 
Washington on the recommendationdown for Memphis. 
of Congressman L. P. Padgett. ,Third Clerg Harry Robertson of
the Joe Fowler is nursing an ankle negro was said Pi have been a splett
sprained by falling down the steps at did soldier and was given a goOtl
name by the authorities of his regla•-the b at while the craft was landing
at Caseyville, Ky.
4The Reuben Dunbar rot in yester-
day from the Cumberland river and
returned that way. at once.
The T. If. Davis came upyesterday
from Joppa with empties and 'went
back with fuel and stores.
The America yesterday went to De-
catur. Ala., to remain several weeks
towing.
The City oft; Joseph came in yes
terday front Memphis to go on the
ways for repairs. '
Mate Pete Wilton of the Dick Fow-
ler has beCome mate on the America
The Beaver has passed up bound
from -St. -Louis to Evansville, 'Ind.
The. Lyda went to the Cumberland





Elegant for, Shampooing '
:The Hair:
25 cents Per Jar
J. D. BAUM'Give the other fellow credit for When advertising is made toothinking as fast as you talk, even.if smooth it is apt to give theimpres- :Pharmacist•he does keep, his itoonth shut and look -ion of slipperiness on the part • f maw Jackintorested. tbeise•wba-pen it out , • Jackson ft,0011,1x4011181ditilif***04-:,
s
The Reocanpense.
sc=aese=seec=a00<=>OCK:=4 Iffildbor (to farmer's boy In the Me
Din g potatoes,fashion Hild mer's
Visitor—And what do you get for
Far Boy—Yep.
digging potatoes?
Farmer's Boy—Nawthin'; but I git In Japan people who have suffered
komethin let not diy,gin"em. a bereavement not only do not put on' 
Florence Fairbanks.) Visitor—Indeed? What would you mourning, but after the blow haa
get for not digging them? fallen they make their next appear
Farmer's Boy—Licked.—Judge. , ance with a smile upon their faces,
as if nothing had happened. Accord.
lug to Lafcadio Hearn, this is not
In the smallest Sfs11203 an evidence of
Indifference. The Jo -snese, he de
chaos, suffer as keenly from a be
reavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow Is to an
I Met those about us. The mien or
1 garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
1 Impossible for a courteous person to
wear it. So reason the Japanese. In
order that no thought of pain shall
pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect of con-
teatasent, even though his heart Is
breaking.
Our own practice is quite the re-
verse. It considers the sufferer, not
his friends. In order that not only
May all know that he Is in sorrow,
bat that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him,
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
Is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
ponents of the practice have thought.
leanly assumed. It Is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
marks of those who are ignorant of
his affliction. It is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
and, we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
upon to share in his woe to some ex-
tent The emblem is the token of their




New York, July s.—Blue nationale
is a new bright blue •which t.treatens
.to rival in popularity ex-
plaited Copenhagen.
Green, Davy and , .ire
made up with the (', ire
filet. guipure or crapotoie
To wire the lower part of a lace
kitnona sleeve to keep it i.u. from
the arm, is a new idea.
The popular glovesof the moment
are in an ivory shads dark champag-
ne or tones of gray.
Black taffeta dresses with mous-
seline de soie sleeves set in wde arm
holes are the latest whims of a Pani
Man. •
Bows of :ribbon wired on the edges
are tied through the hair. This new
fad is very becoming and girlish.
Lace in very pale colors such as
blue slr pink, is much used in match-
ing gowns,of rnessalinc, marquissette
or voile.
.Braiding is found on everything,
and on every material. On wraps,
belts„ purses and hats it is very at-
tractive.
Roman striped silk is draped on
Panama hats which roll up slightly in
front. The ends of the scarf are
fringed and hang over the hair in the
back.
In placing tassels on a wrap or
bodice, they should be hung on the
most prominent points, and where
they will show to the best advant-
age.. The entire effect is lost when
they are used indescriminately.
A simple wash dress for a young
girl is finished at the neck or guimpe,
belt and the' head of the ruffles, with
wide beading run with black velvet or
black wash ribbon.
Large diaphanous veils of net with
large round circles are very attractive
this summer. Th.ise in blue, sulphur
or mouse-gray are pretty, but these
black and white ones are beautful.
Al! materials displaying stripes and
checks and Pompadour designs are
by far more fashionable than plain
goods. Japanese tusscores in silks
are extremely popular and pretty.
Sleeves are growing longer, it will
be noticed, as the season advances.
Elbow sleeves on shirt waists con-
tinue tb be in styles, but the tailored
waists that button in "'out is return-
ing again into favor.
Very.prctty shirt waists of pale
colored batiste are trimmed front
with heavy embroidery over a lace
gnimpe. Pale yellow is a favorite
co/or and for brightening smoke, a
sulphur yellow is often used.
White stockings are said to be the
latest decree of fashion. They are
worn with any costume and shoe, and
not with white only, a? has been the
fashion tip to now.
rem n jade 's taking a very popular
pa in jewelry this summer. It is
boo ci in sleeve buttons, belt buckles,
mai e and all other kinds of jewelry.
Jade hearts worn on a neck are very
pretty. ,
Tussore of a thick texture and
• voile ninon is a late novel combina-
tion. the Tussore Leirg used, as the
trimming in shaped bands. A dress of
this sayle should _be of one color ex-
cept the guipure or lace which" does
not necessarily have to match.
Mushroom hats are worn by little
girls as well as ladies, as the drono
is very becoming to their childish
faces. They are seen mostly in
browns and blues, trimmed with a
wreath of claisies, field flowers, or
Oriental popies.
The light weight cloths for ittm-
tiler tailor costnmes are shown in all
the shades of gray from smoke, or gun
metal to almost white, also -in tan,
where the tints range from cham-
pagne. sulphur. chiffon, pitty, maize,
fawn, leather until tile decided wood
brown is reached.
The correct cravat for the gentleman,
is a four-in-hand. These are firetty
in two shade.s of one color, the
lighter tonF being in stripes or cir-
cles. For morning and common
wear, the cravat bow in striped silk
is much worn.
The smartest belts of the scason
are distinguished by, their narrow
width. These aze mostly worn in
suede or tan leather. Wide elastic
belts decorated with steel nail-heeds,
put an a pattern. are the latest in
this fashion. The Empire belt is ex-
tremely chic, which has the upward
curve in the back.
A fad for young girls who attend
fashionable gatherings, is to wear a
patch of black stricking plaster 'in
the chin or rheck. But these patches
have not yet taken the form of stars
or seden chairs as in the Md days.
The very latest way for children to
have tteir hair dressed, is in the
Romney Style. The ribbon is 'placed
around the head anti tied in a big
soft bow on the left side. The Dutch
style is a practical -and becoming
method for every day. The Dorothy
fashion is the prettiest arrangement
for the little girls who have natural
curly hair.
Ruffs and bias are accessores of the
slimmer toillettcs. Very full and fluf
fy ones art made of nialines, . point
&esprit, chigon tittrussel;tic de soie,
any varety f net, and the accordion
plaited material g.- Chenille dots on
the edge are a great addition. They
1l7e also charming when made in two




Is Done in Private and Not Paraded
Ilaore the Eyes of the
Public,
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
Bacon—I saw a man to-day with a
hand-organ in a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been goins




"That the mule didn't kick at the
giusic."—Yonkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"But can you keep house?" he
asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
all things, a practical man.
"If you get a house and put It In my
mime." she replied promptly, "I'll keep
It all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
tled. their engagemeet was announced.
—Judge.
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful," said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was lust
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
'we make people think we know."
"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wonder-
ful in your case."—Chicago Record'
Herald.
Self-Defense.
Saleslady—I am resigning my poen
ton. I'm going to marry Mr. Kashool-
lar, of the necktie counter.
Manager—Why not keep on working.
anyhow?
Saleslady—Gee! You don't know
Bobby. It! don't quit my job, he will—
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint
Her Father—What are your pros
pecta, sir?
The Suitor (modestlf)—I am fifth
vice president of the Brazen Assurance
society.
Her Father—Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you —Puck,,
The Plat and the Tenement Defined.
Laly—What is the real difference
between an apartment, a flat and a ten-
ement house?
Janitor—In an apartment the ladles
don't have no children; In a fiat toes
has one or two. More than two mikes
any house a tenement, mum.—Judge.
Extra.





'So many unnecessary feet, yew
know."—Cleveland Leader.
A Calldoern.
"finoobs says be would never wear
ready-made clothes."
"Possibly. But he spends ready-
made dollars. If his father hadn't left
left them to him he wouldn't haw
enough to buy a second-hand suit"—
Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rica.
Jiggles—Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles—Because he can't very well
boast of his posterity, when his daugh
ter eloped with the coachman and his
two sons are taking the gold cure.—
Puck.
An Indorsement.
'Me you regard the political future
St thiaeountry as secure?"
"Yes answered Senator Sorghum
"I have thought the matter over and I
still consider politics an entirely safe
Investment."—Washington Post
THE TYRAFICAL, LANDLADY.
Mr. Spider—What, Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled tot
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth—I thought so, too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me out—Kansas City
Star.
A Reflection.
"The ocean looks like sea and copper,-
One often hears this on th• beach;
The simile Is ant and proper—
There's water—lots or it—In each.
Thought She Had a "Mash."
Patience—It's scandalous!
Patrice—What Is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was out playing golf,
yesterday, and she said she had a mead.,
on the links! "—Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
RnIcker—it's a pretty honest world.
Booker—Yes, Indeed, the man wire
ilstla fault goes to a lot of trouble is
iletturn it I. the owner.—N. Y. Sus.
Lineage.
Mrs. Oldbleed•L-Do you go bank is
William the Conqueror?
Mrs. Newblood—No, bet war INC al
• gmarterbeek.--N. I.SIM
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
ernment
For the third, and, let us hope. for the
Mit time, a study of the Panama siture
Uon has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies
or that would dontront any private com-
pany that can be organised. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actin(' property or a full equivalent
In work has been obtained, and no un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the eels-
Mon to the American government by the
aew Republic of Panama of a strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean. In perpetuity, all question of a
eancession life is permanently removed;
Lad, finally, Inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
a large profit on an investment, and as
it can obtain the necessary funds at an
interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by a private
organization, It Is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a muck
larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completion. la
short, the American government is free
from ordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the government and
its advisers is: What is the best type
of canal to construct, and how should it
be constructed?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Talesman Shows Very Clearly His
Lack of Feeling Against
Indians.
In a northern California town a sup
peed murder has been committe& re
lates Lippincott's Magazine.
The half-breed wife of an Indian
had died, as the husband said, from
guttural causes,, and was burled with-
out the usnal formalities being first
eomplied with. After a lapse of two
weeks the body was disinterred by the
suthorities, at the instance of a par-
Ucular enemy of the accused, and
Marks of violence, as Um informer
'Anted, were found upon the de
imaged
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
tying the talesman to ascertain if any
of them were prejudiced against Ind,-
ang.
Talesman Taylor vas upon the stand
andergoieg a rather stiff cross-exam-
Madan.
"Did an Indian- do you or your tam.
I; any harm at any time?" asked the
prosecutor.
n'sio." replied Taylor.
"Did you or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an In.
lien?"
"No," replied Taylor, "except that
my wife's mother was killed by an
tadian."
Good Adele&
Magistrate--So you want to get
separation from your wife? What's
the matter with her?
Applicant—She behaves moat brutal-
ly toward me. She treats me like •
tog and works me like a horse.
"Fm afraid, my good man, I ran de
nothing for you. You'd better go to
the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals."—Jugend.
Not Pretty Then.
"Hateful thing, she Is!" Ifsclainted
Miss Pretty, angrily. "I'm glad I'm
not as mean as she is. I'm as much
'boys her es—"
"TM! tut!" Interrupted her fiance,
"remember that rosebud mouth of
Tours ceases to be a rosebud when it
eagina to blew."--Philadelphla Ledger.
isserern't- . ":4160Mit
PHONOORAPHIC TRIM. 
(*tweeting Triske That Are Peps
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some intereallug and amusing
"stunts" that may be performed with
a talking machine, graphophone or
phonograph are described. In addle
Lion to the machine itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
a recorder and a few blank records
will be needed. The first trick, which
he naiads the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
as high aa poscible, and an announce.
moat recorded on a blank in a deep,
load voice. The machine should be
natal, Lowed down to eighty revolts-
Uoas par minute, and the abeech or
monologue recorded at that speed.
care hung taken to articulate dis-
tinctly. When the blank is full and
reproducer may be substituted for the
recorder, and the machine be brought
up again to high speed at which the
announcement was made. When the
reeord is reproduced at this speed the
the result will be the loud votes ot
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id, pinched-up little voice making the
epees's.
The second trick described ia the
reproduction of a whistling duet, in
width both parts are performed by
the same portion. This is effected as
follows:
"Put on a blank, and dfter the speed
Is at about 160 revolutions whisUe
ease popular piece of which you
know the seFond part. When the
record bill set the recorder back
to the nosoning again without Step
ping Use machine. When the more
ing polite gets to the eenuaencemeet
of the pieta the first part will sound
faintly In the recorder, thus giving
the ens and the pitch for the easood.
which should be recorded not quite so
loudly as the first.
"Several modifications of this ex-
periment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
but that need not be considered
drawback, as a spoiled record can be
easily cleaned with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the knee
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth is wrapped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
ed records may also be cleaned in ibid
way, which fact suggests another
areastag trick-
"This will call for two records'
preferably talking selections, whisk
are exact duplicates. One of these Is
'doctored' by cleaning off the Latta
bait, the rest being protected by a
piece of writing paper wrapped around
and secured by an elastic band. On
this blank space various remarks
should be recorded, which should he
very different from those originally
there. The good record is to be
played through first. While saying
that you will repeat it the second
one is quickly substituted in the me
chlue, and, of course, starts off exact-
ly like the first one. When the 'doe
bared' portion Ls reached, however,
a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entirety
different character, cutting each to
two, and putting on a half of one and
a half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
In a reversed position, ant when made
to run true will produce everything
backward. A curious thing about
such records is teat the voice one
hears in the proper direction is in-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
la, of coursa, unintelligible."
Truth About Hoonakinerre
Noveasts who have written about
asoonshiners have cast about them a
glamor that Is not real. We are led
io infer from works of fiction, says the
ft. Louis L.obe-Democrat, that the
inuonshiner makes whisky and refuses
to pay tax on It purely on princlple.
Fe does it to show that be has a free
Ind untrammeled soul, according to
the writers. And be is always possess-
ed of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of fac'.., the moonshiner makes whisky
and avoids the tax for revenue only
aud his daughter is a "fright" The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo-
margerine-maker is a nicer person than
the rnoonshiner; he is notaio averse to
nater that ha never takes a bath and
he does not regard murder as a pas-
time. So we would commend him to
our writers of .omence as a worthier
subject than his mountaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible and safer
and in time can be made a pictureseas
figure.
Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that • bee
tory could build up a profitable trade
in pipes which could not be sleeked
under any circumstances through the
dmit that the stems were made solid
Instead of hollow, but there Is a too
tery In Illsidaed which makes them
amide ef grem yearly. They are said
to lie ehoettes galleries, where a pees
bee abeam bees bead ems of EMI
411101811101 mei it Cr MIN time awl
saimadir aimsr. Gas ANN jp.
Om amid VW he cede maim IBS
gm& *OW by set pleselag firs
▪ mid Prestiesibi emsegies time
Odd all by blesselt.
The Ware of Wara.
Pew &keen are wallas to tail'
their own medians: wbss a /awl*"
gees tate betide he lieseems te idas
as slienstry, and It is heed ais pep
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Are prepared to make any else of
pipe you want
BUILDING BLOCKS
Of al sires and shapes. Onr blocks
are the most perfect building ma-
terial on the market.
OUR PIPES
ARE THE BEST
They improve every year they are
left in the ground.
327 Farley Place.
tdoar W. Whittemore
Real; tstate Aof ncy
Paducah Real tate. Western Ken
sticky Parma.. Easy Monthly Pa i -
mint Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.




Solumbia, Tenn., July 3.—T:te
merchants of Columbia have been
comparing the business of the past
six months with. that of the cm-e-
caponding period of last year, and few,
indeed of the number fail to i.how 1
nice increase, some as high as 40
per cent. If was predicted that when
the saloons went out the merchants
would feel the effect in- a decreased,
Lusiness, but it has been just the othi
er way. They have had, as a rule, •t
much larger cash trade, while the $t
credit customers have paid m -c
promptly and doubtful accounti rc
1 small. . . . •
DELAYS
ARE DANGEROUS
You take a big risk
when you neglect your
teeth. Your safety lies in
consulting a reliable
Dentist at once. The best
and most reliable place
you will find is
The Hill Dental
Company




Good cigars are not all *-
ported.
Imported cigars are not 5.
good.
However, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or do-






















SARATOGA SPRINGS N. Y.
Knigtits Templar, — $s6.so —
July and to 7th inclusive, good
returning until July i6th with
privilege of extension until July
mth, won payment of $1.00 ex-
tra. Through sleeper from Pa-
ducah to Buffalo on train ma,
1:33 a. tia. Saturday, July 6th.
PHILADELPHIA B. P. 0. E.
$s400—July nth to tath in-
clusive, good returning until July
yeti with grivil.g. of extension_
lentil July 3t Through deeper
fremi Paduh. Leaves on train
July h. 1:33 a: in:
S.
JAMESTOWN. VIRGINIA.
April igth to November 3ot12-15
days—$23.75. Coach excursions
on special dates—SA.0o every




Agent City Ticket Office.
Fifth and Broadway.
.11 M. Prather
11) Agent Union Depot.
ti WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Because it iro▪ ns smothly, not
magi.
Secoad.
The button holes, or stud
holes match..
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with,-
oat twisty.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosons. like new, and the
"hemp" so often sees is seise-
hag.
No other like it in West Keis-





St it 1111: it it U U U U U•
ST. LOUIS & TZNNNOZ
RIVBR PACKET 00.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trio to Tennessee
River and retarn.
It is a trip of pleasure, e044&t
and rest; good service, good tattle,
geed rooms, etc. Best leaves seek
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.




LEGION IN WHICH ARE XAMY
HOItTIIIS OF CULTURE.
the Only Rail Work of the Year Is




There an homes on the wheat
ranches where culture reigns. Boob,
elotures, music, pianos and newel*,
pen keep the inhabitants in touch
with the best things of life, says ...h•
Kansas-City Star. The onerous toil of
the wheat harvest fa mostly kneels-
ary. The only real work of the year Is
during the Nyack of harvest. Tuning
e soil with a riding plow Is not hard.
as farm work goes. Planting the wheat
vilth a drill is easy. Waiting for it
to grow is not such degrading labor.
Men who raise three crops of alfalfa
a year work harder sal euramer than
do the wheat harvesters. The harvest
bands are softened, weakened products
of enervating city Ilfe, and that is why
the. work seems hard. The luirreat
SES11•1 IS • godesad to them men. The
outlet to the country for a sedition of
etereatIne toil soothes the nerves of a
fermenting elemeat the city breeds
and harbors.
The tamers of the wheat belt, on
the whole, seem to be about the bap-
pleat agricultusieta to be found. The
tepid growth of the western gauntlet
into the giganUo wheat-producing sec-
tion that it now is has Glared ample
opportunity for all the farmers ol
nianagtng ability to build up modet-
ate fortunes and acquire large tracts
of land. These they have adorned
with splendid homes, orchards and
shade trees, sad have stocked with
fine cattle and good breeds, of all do-
mestic stock. The wheat belt is also
"the greatest grass lead on the
earth." That is. native grass grows
there in profusion, and it makes the
best grazing of any gram crop. AU
these things have enabled the progres-
sive farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life delightful.
These wide-awake farmers are *to-
dose" of everything that comes into
their liven At a amnia they can tall
which of two steers will gain a pound
1
the quieker and on a given ration, and
this same faculty makes them judges
of human character as well.
tnow whet kind of men they are
tug with and treat them accordingly.
Many a man who came to the harvest
like a tramp, a men used to a cul-
tured home, but fallen from grace and
I
"down on his luck," luis been singled
out by the farmer or his wife as sse
tit for better things. Suck a eau is
. treated as one of the (sully. His
story is learned if he wishes to tell it
Ni'hein the.harvest is over he Is gene
steady work. The bond that throws
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cases of this kind can be related la
every household la the wheat belt.
Feld 0124 farmer's wife—she traced her
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
historic names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: "CM'
of the most interesting things of the
harvest is studying the character et
the men. Lest year a young MILD
worked for us who, we reiadily saw,
was of good breeding and cam* from
a respectable home. His hand go:
sere in the harvest and I dressed it
and doctored him the best I could. It
got worse, and one day I asked him
what was the matter with it. He said.
The blood does not circulate in It'
Then he rolled up his sleeve and
showed a scar that wee frightful, iis
had been in some scrape and had re-
ceived a bad cut, which bad been
mitred up by a surgeon. HU hand got
well and he worked for us nearly •
year. One time he was sick for save
eral weeks and I said to bine 'John.
Irby don't you write to your •folks? I
'know the/ —nu have a home and that
seur parents are worrying about you.'
He took my advice and wrote two lit-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
timing to leave you. I will eat (linen
with my folks to-morrow in Golden.
Co). Well dressed and feeling good
with $250 in his pocket, he bade us
good-by. We soon received • letter
from his mother. thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
When the men who bane accumu-
lated much land in the wheat sountry
die and divide their holdings, the land
will be in smaller traces and so thick-
ly settled that the local market will
supply all the labor needed In the har-
vest That will mark the and of the
summer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp.
is dawning accidents where expert
swimmers suddenly loos all control of
their Sowers, the usual explanation of
cramps is beginning to be looked upon
as Ineuttkeent. It has been notised
that persons having disease of the
middle ear, who have already shown
eymptions of vertigo, are especially Hie
hie to such ado:lents, and as the
semicircular ciliate are the organs of
direodon, It is suggested that even it
slight hemorrhage in this delicate
structure from a blow by the wane
would result in utter helplessness
Persons with ears not perfectly sound
are therefore warned against swim
atlas in rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy Is a prise linbaught. and I.
'imest, pasted in its Sow when It comes
uessought. No getting into heaven, at
• place, will compass U. You muse
daffy It with you, else it is net there
You meet have It in yea, as the multi
St a well-ordered soul. Me Ore of a
hag purpose, the welling up out el




mai HALF A 'ME DEEP. TILE UNLUCKY CZAR.
borings Pail to Find Dadra& Artie-
SULU MOW in Ohio State- MISHAPS WHICH HATE MASI=house Yard.
in /857, for some reason, It wee
thought prontable and possible to se.
sure an artesian well in the state-
house yard. The geology of Ohio
aa • science was still unwritten.
In fact, the first volume of the Ohio
geological reports contains the writ-
ten record et this boring.
Down 2,775 feet—over half a =De—
the auger wee sent by the slow and
labodous process of the time, and
nearly • year was spent in the work
The boring was commenced on No.
veinbar 4, 2257, and stopped Oetobet
1, 1858. No artesian water was
found.
The boring was made In the eastern
met of the grounds. Its WU was
pointed out to the writer some year*
ago, and it is now probably severed
by the cement walk extending out hi
Third street from the judLaiary buIld
Water was strut* and plenty oi
it--dresh, salt, sulphur, magnestan, etc.
but none of it came to the top.
Prof. Theodore G. Worsaley, ths
professor of chemistry in Staellne
medical college, embraced the oppor
Malty to secure the temperature al
this deep boring. With a thermonato
ter placed Is a specially prepared Ilya
cams and left in the bottom of the bor•
ins $4 hour., he found the tempera,
this at the bottom to be &I degrees
Pahreahatt. Making deductions fos
the Magmas below the surface ai
which die heat of the sun ceases Is
be felt, be competes that the tempers.
tau increased one degree for every
71 feet at descent. At that time Jan
ropean scientists whp were cerefulti
studying this branch of physical go
ograohy had estimated that the tone
perature increased In such conditions
on* degree for every 64 feet.
Mere is no record of the cost of
the boring, but it must have bees
comilderable, as the facilities and ap
parable were primitive compared witt
those now in use. Though falling oi
Its principal purpose, the state semi
to have turned it to account througt
Its geologists, so that it was not
whoily money wasted.
PECAN SHELLING SEASON.
An Industry That Give. Rmpley-
meat be Many Hundreds
a People,
Some Idea of the magnitude of the
pecan nut meat Industry may be had
when It Is stated that in San Antonio
(Tex.) alone there are 1.700 members
St the Pecan Shiners' union. • labor
seginahtation composed of men engaged
as regular business in the shelling
of pecan nuts and extracting the de-
adens 
kernel..24ot all of the pecan libellers in Sae
Antonio belong to the union. Thin(
are several hundred other men, worn
ea sad children in that city who gain
a livelihood from tie work. There
are branches of the Pecan Sheller,
union in Austin and several othei
towns of the state.
The pecan nut shelling season lasts
from October 1 to July 1. The nee
crop of nuts begin to onme into mar
lost about October 1, and from then
until January 1 the business of ex-
tracting the kernels Is very. active
Ta. kernels are skipped in large bulk
to New York, St. Louis and other cit-
ies, where they are used by the con-
fectioners In the rusnufacture of can-
dies.
Pecan shelling is a oomparaUvely
new industry. It had its origin, so
tar as ha becoming a recognised
business is concerned, a few years ago
when a candy manufacturer of New
York visited Texas.
, He ate some of the candy made and
sold by Mexican street vendors in
San Antonio. Pecan kernels form an
k important ingredient of this candy
PA& an experiment he arranged for s
small shipment of the pecan meet' tc
be made to him.
The kernels were received in due
time, and the highest art of the candy
maker was employed In their use. The
pecan candy became popular almost
instantly, and other orders for the
pecan kernels were placed.
That was the beginning of an In
duatry which now gives employment tc
several thousand people. There is
big demand for the pecan kernels in
every large city in the conatry.
Indians Going to School.
The Indians of western Nevada are
taking more kindly to the government
school than ever before. At present
there are 260 students and no men
can be received until new buildings
nailer way are completed. It was only
a few weeks ago that the government
entered the lastallation of a llama at
old Mort McDormitt, In Humboldt
county, to relieve the congestion In
the Chinas school.
She Mad Zseovered.
Wm. Fergana (I. esaer)—I Deese
did like her, aud mhos thelugetiblit
Wag ispolle to sie Che yes As Ili I
was 'pastels= will tadiginalma.





Thousands of Poor Subjects Crushed
to Death on Day of Corona-
tion—May a Fateful
Month.
it has been suggested that Nicholas
IL, cast at all Uildlassias, is the lure
luckiest et living men. One would
have no difficulty in showing at lease
that the mar has had more mlashause
than any other monart* on a throne
His drst mishap was that wide*
Prophetically came to him in Japan.
He was touring En.rope and Aida in
11191 with Prince George of Grease
At Osso, Japan, although he had had
uplandid entertainment tram the
entIndo, these was • lisling anises-
&Mk to Itimmia, and • Japanese dry
a sword to kill him, when Prises
Gears thrust it aside.
SU what he was preserved far was
to turn later the Sent sod of the Si-
berian railway at the eastern end;
and for the dignity—which he in as
measure &mitred, but shrank from—St
crown whica osme to him sou
after by reason cat the death of his
father. Alexander M., at lived's.
This attest moaned Map—e
meth eventful to NIsholos M. ft was
in May that he wan bora. II yam OW
Me did sot want at III tie nis the
ibuttlay at 110,000,040 people. He lust
dews detested °tidal life and the
builleg• of courtiers. But the dials'
and responsibilities el autocracy tall
linos him.
Nis began badly. On the oemasion of
his coronation thousands of his poor-
er sobjects were crushed to death on
Kludynskot Plain. Oa that plain
came what Dishy regarded as the fatal
evidence of the ill luck which pursues
and makes his life woeful. Just be-
tore his accession he had beam* be-
ttothed to the Princess All: of Heise.
This, too, was outside his reckoning.
Gossip had It that he didn't want to
marry • German princess and that the
Prisons Helene d'Orleans, daughter of
the Comte de Paris, was very mulch
admired by him.
Ill look seemed to pursue him in his
married life. For a time Unearned
U though Ina wife would bear him
nothing but daughters and no heir to
the throne. In 1895 she gave birth to
the girl christened Olga; two roan
after to the one named Tatiana; two
year' later to Marie, then in 1901 to
nnataida.
Meantime the mar and the people
and the marina herself were disap-
pointed. In AMMO. last Year the oar'
ins bore another chid—and It was a
boy. So his luck In this respect may
be said to have turned.
However much a liberal at heart, the
best amounts agree that the mar took
up his inherited authority first with
distaste, and then with the firm pur-
pose of continuing his father's poli-
cies. He kept his father's counsellors,
and declared he would uphold the prin.
elpie of autocracy.
His Ill luck Interfered here, too. Po-
bledonostseff was obliged to retire. Mu-
nrieff was taken from him by sudden
death. H. de Pletive, his baleful millili-
ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand
vizier, was destroyed by a bomb. His
best beloved uncle, We Grand Duke Ser-
ene, was blown to pieces by a bomb.
His governor of Finland was struck
down.
Death has threatened his own person
many times. In Italy, in 1903, a man
named Guru was apprehended in time
to spoil • plot of assassination.
Am anarchist obtained admisidon
to a state reception at the pal-
ace of Tsai-rites-Selo In the uni-
form of a superior (Meer of the gen.
darmerie and was discovered, with
bombs in his pockets, just in time. A
girl student. Mlle. Merezhevsky, was
frustrated In an attempt to kill him at
the spring review in 1004.
When, last January, with his court
the mar was ending the ceremony of
Miming the water of the river Neva,
a shrapnel from a battery which was
Bring a salute exploded near the Toys.]
pavilion, killing one man and wound-
Nag others.
He utnpleted the Siberian railway
as his father desired, in order to cot.-
sonciate Russian power in Asia and
extend the Russian trait', Industry
commerce. But this railway was one
of the causes that brought about the
unlucky war with Japan.
The ineffectiveness of his numerous
totems and attempts at eonclliation—
annulments of peasants' indebtedness,
openings of altars of the Old Faith to
undisturbed worship, decrees of religi-
ous freedom to all, concessions to the
Jewi, abolitions of Bogging and Si
balsa exile—the failure of these bees-
Its to pacify his country might well be
ascrilMl to the sinister element which
sums to Inhere in all his undertak-
ings-
Then these are all the disasters oft
She war with Japan and the measures
In various parts of the empire to be
sessliered in an amount of the ails-
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$850 Monroe street 5ox165 foot lot,
north side between Sixteenth street
Oa liftsuatain avenue; shade, trees;
fine lot for home building. Half cash.
$1550 No. 1126 Trimble street four-
room house, 40 foot lot; good neigh.
bors. Half cash.
II600, twenty west end lots South of
Norton street and between 26th and
29th streets, some lots irregular shape
and some low, brook runs through
corner about four acres, all for $60o,
$200 cash balance a and 2 years, make
some one a good home place with
garden.
SI500 Seven Mechanicsburg ao ft.
lots. $5o cash and i.o per mon:h buys
all of them. Iroc can by accepnno
this proposition be buying seven lots
for only Ito per month. No trouble
these lots.
*zoo Acre of ground between
Hinklevine toad and Jefferson street.
Half cash.
$85o Jefferson street lot. North side
Eietween 13th and 14th streets. 40 ft.
Only lot at the price on Jefferson
street, east of Fountain avenue.
$15o Rowlandtown, so ft. lots, ;to
cash, balance $5 per month, some at
$200.
$1200-4 acres, a special bargain.
Mechanicsburg between Sears' store
and Yeiser avenue, cleared land,
ready now for market; garden or
dairy. Fronts boo feet on new
graded street. $12cio, $250 cash buys
When you arc ready will make
25 lots.
$200o No. 424 South Ninth street
t 1-2 story 5-room house, 40 foot lot
$500 cash, balance easy.
$2,5oo two-story 6-room house, two
ao foot lots, corner Nineteenth street
and Goebel avenue and Tennessee
street. Vacant lot on corner. End
of new N'neteenth street ear line.
Would make fine place for wagon
yard or store.
pejo new litlechanicshun. 'house,
Vaughn's addition; 4o loot let; rents
for heo per year or 20 per cent in-
terest on the investment; is a good
place to putit.
$625 Boyd street 50-foot lot, north
side, nearby church; $5o cash, bal-
ance $10 per month.
$50o lot, 40x150, north side Trim-
ble street between Ninth. and Tenth.
Half cash.
$250 corner lot, 5ox165 feet, Jack-
son and Twenty-fifth streets, fine
lot; $25 cash, balance $5 per month.
$.3000—Fountain avenue 6-room
home. Lot northwest corner Foun-
tain avenu, Harrison street. Bath;
Good Home place; easy terms.
$1300—Cay street, north side, be-
tween Seventeenth and Nineteenth,
Fountain Park addition, $5oo cash.
$2400—Marshall county farm of 230
acres, on the installment plan; on Lit-
tle Bear creek; all in light timber;
timber been cut over; $5oo cash, bal-
ance $200 per year. Finest chance
to bny a farm ever offered in Mar-
shall county.
$350
to npr will( from I. C. R. R.
shops.
$2000—No. 424 South Ninth street,
1 1-2 story 5-room house; good
neighborhood; good house; bargain;
$500 cash, balance monthly.
$soo—Broadway, so foot lot north
side between Twenty-fifth and Twen-
ty-sith street. One-fourth cosh.
1118cio---5oxt65 fooi lot en north
th ipnd Fourteenth streets.
ay, between Thirteen-side of Broadw
$4000—Business lot on North Sec-
ond street between Broadway and
Jefferson streets.
$3250—lefferses street, north side,
between Thirteenth and Fourteenth
streets. 5-room house; fine home,
half cash.
nt lot on Mayfield road,
Paducah Burial Association
Incorporatec and Bondod.
Best, Cheapest and Safest.
Home Company
And for to cetns per month $50 bene-
fit, 20 cents per month Stec benefit,
Investigate it and in now, for to-
morrow may be too late. Directors:
S. T. Randle, president, C. T. Allen,
secretary, Real lestate and Loan; J.
T. Laurie, treasurer, cashier Me-
chanics and Farmers Bank; S. P.
Pool, Funeral lirector; • Ilex Cor-
reilison, Lait-ral Cie
1EXCURSION RATESON THE RIVER.
••••=.1111,
ROUND T1 P TO
Evansville ana Return
Continuous Passage, $4.0o; Unilmited
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
Inclucied.
Round Trip to Cairo,
arty of five or over, $1 , each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music oil all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.




Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway, Phone 120.
Residence, 8to Broadway, Phone 149
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.




Will practice in, all courts of
Kentucky.
Ed P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
PARLEY & FISHER,
Verterinarv Surgeons and Dentists.
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third
St., Paducah, Ky.
Old Phone 1345. New phone 351.





Old Phone 113-r Padoc.ah,
11. T. RIMS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2, 3 and 4, Register Buil&
lag, 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone ego;
Gild Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation









OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bak
Marshall County; Pseitesh,
111 Fraternity Building.
New Phone I T4. Old Phone telt










—For the best and cheapest livery
rigs ring too both phones. Copelands
stable, 419 Jefferson street.
—The Ladies of the Kentucky ave-
nuerrettytorian church will give an
ice Credin.sespper in the lawn of Mrs.
James Koger, 305 N. 7th street Fri
day evening. •
—Matt Smith, of Boaz, and Albert
P. Oakes, of Metropolis, were yester-
day exaMined by the pension exam-
iners at T/fr: 'Henry -Duley's office.
,.Both waut6nerelises to the pensions
they are drawing for services in the
r.
-The eMintill at Brooleport, Ill.;
(.1):)0,ite )seee, Tuesday adopted an
ordainance Ofescribing that hereafter
buildings crithiA in the business part
of town there, shall be of brick, stone
or artificial stone. The restricted
district eitends for two blocks along
the river front, and two blocks back
from the river front. Sunday many
frame business houses were destroy-
•d by fire. and this ordinance com-
pels the owners to use more substan-
tial matgrial in rebuilding. Nearly
all are preparing to erect new stree-
t,titres.
The _instisute for the county school
teachers will be held at the county
courthonse here this summer, and not
at the Lone Oak college, as at first
derided, the change being made yes-
terday. Professor T. J. Coates of
Princeton will have charge, the insti-
tete commencing July az and contin-
•%....iror a week. _
N---Frank Sewer was let out of jail
yesterday on friends furnishing no
• bail fo. him. He has been held to
the grand jury on the charge of sell-
ing another man's watch.
—The Ladies Mite society of the
Firat. Baptist chnrch, meets at 4
o'clock tomorrow afternoon with Mrs.
7. C. Coleman of tro3 Monroe.
—Mr. Herbert C. .Hpover, for
years the Padticah manager for the
•"1"*"40erea4iagton-typewriter company, will
iretrum shortly to resume charge of
The local Office from which he was
Its'ansrerred• several months ago to
the Memphis office.
--Pot accomodation of Padticahans
un;tie to the Mayfietel races, an extra
passenger coach will be attached to
-the end of the south bound local
freight train that leaves Eleventh
and Broadway at 7:15 o'clock this
morning. No special excursion trains
will be run.
The Marion, Ill., baseball club gets
here this morning and plays the Pa-




Effective July ist. storage rules
have been adopted at all stations in
Xeraucky on package freight. Stor-
age will be charged when freight, un-.
loaded at railroad warehouses or plat-
forms, is not removed by consignees
within forty-eight (48) hours, from
the first 7 o'clock a. m., or ra o'clock
noonafter notice of arrival, Sundays
and' legal holidays excepted; or
freight will be sent to a public
warehouse at the expense and
risk of owners.
F.. S. BURNHAM,
Agent N.. C. & St L. Ry.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent C. Railroad.
On account of National Holiday,
no freight wil be received nor, deliv-
ered by these companies. Thursday.
July 4, Mr.
F:--- S. BURNHAM.
Agent, N. C. & St L. Ry.
j T. DONOVAN,
Agent. I. C. Ry.
Sealed proposals for furnishing the
tity schools coal' for the coming win-
ter will be received up to 7:30 o'clock
p. ws. July 16. 1907, at office in high
school bedding. Bid on lump net
and,mine run—about 18 car loads.
The hoard reaerves the right to re-
it ct Pnv arld all bids.
W. T. FIYRD\_
tlerk Board of Education
:It 12 Itlf 13 lot uuuu 33 tot• :sung St
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Chief James Collins. of the police
forie, and his grandson, Collins Clark
returned home yesterday from Creel
Springs, Ill., where they spent sev-
eral days.
Mrs. Dr. Walker of Dyersburg,
Tenn., is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Crumbaugh of North
Seventh.
How—Mac D. Ferguson of La Cen-
ter, was here yesterday.
Mr. E. L. Hendrick, of Madison-
ville, is in the city.
lion. (Jake Corbett and wife, of
Wickliffe, were here yesterday at-
ending the funeral of Mrs. Anna L.
Pa rha m. -
Mr. John Parham of Cairo, was
here yesterday attending the 'funeral
of his sister-in-law, Mrs. Anna L.
Parham.
Miss Mary L. Byrd is visiting in
Jonesbaro, Ark., and from there goes
to Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Stanfield
of Clarksville, Tenn. ;returned home
yesterday after visiting Mrs. Albert
Martin.
Mrs. Mollie James and grand-
daughter, Miss Wiley, of Chicago,
left yesterday for Evansville, after
spending a day with Mrs. Charles
James and Mrs. Judge Sanders.
Miss Maud McCutcheon of Mem-
phis. arrived yesterday to visit Mrs.
J. A. McCann of Jefferson street.
Mises Mary B. Jennings and Mary
Honduran% are visaing the family of
Mr. H. S. Hale or Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Foster and
child have gone to visit Mrs. Foster's
mother at Abeline, Kan.
Mrs. Clara Smith. and granddaugh-
ter, Irene Sadler, have returned from
visiting in Chicago and Mattoon. Ill.
Miss Mabel Weaks has arrived from
Lexington. Ky., where she graduated
and is making her home with her
aunt, Mrs. Frank S. Smith of North
Fourth.
Miss Louise Beeler of Louisville,
arrived yesterday to visit her grand-
mother, Mrs. S. A. McCune.
Mis Elizabeth Kinsolviog of Prince
ton, went home yesterday after visit-
ing Mrs. II. H. Harmon Mrs. Har-
man and brother, Mr. R. R. White,
yesterday went to Washington and
Knaxville, Tenn..
Misses Carrie and Claribel Rieke
will arrive home the last of this
month from Europe. they having sail-
ed for this country.
Mts. G. B. Erall today goes to
Louisville and other Eastern Kenturc-
ky paints.
Miss Eugenia Parham of Mayfield,
was here yesterday attending the
funeral of her sister-in-law,•Mrs. An-
na L. Parham.
•Mr. C. B. Randle of Little Rock.
Ark., is visiting Mr. W. F. Radnedge.
Miss Julia Dabney last night went
to Wickliffe to visit for a week.
Mrs. Otis Mack and children went
to doconda. Ill.. 'yesterday.
Mrs. T. Niemixyk, of Memphis. ar-
rived yesterday to visit Mr. Louis
Williams. "
Mrs. C. F. Bogard, of Natchet.
Miss., is visiting Mrs. U. H. Clark.
Mrs. I. V. Bennett. of Dawson.
went home yesterday after visiting
Nriss Rose Rolling. •
Airs. C. M. Riker yesterday went to
Sturgis to visit, MIS. B. H. Humphrey.
Mr. Lester Cook, wife and children,
yesterday went to visit in Henderson.
Mrs. George VVIearen. of Cairo.
went to Stanford yesterday after vis
iting Miss Marjorie Bagby.
Messrs. Jesse Wafhen. of Shawnee-
town, and Cruze Wathen of Hender-
son. are visiting Mr. RObert Wathen,
their brother.
Miss Susie MeGowan, of Golconda.
Ill., has gone home after visiting
Miss Bessie Gockel.
Misses Ude nand Mae Schaeffer
go to Cincinnati today ter visit.
M. David Flournoy has returned
from Chicago.
Mr. Abe Livingston tins returned
from Milwatike and Chicago. his
wife re'm'aining. at the latter place for
Oa Visit •
Mrs. C'arlee Ament of Elizabeth-
town is visiting her brother. Mr. J.
Mr. M..H. Loving yesterday went
to Evansville.
Colonel H. C. Rhodes has return-
ed from Evansville, Ind., w.here -he
was called by the death of his moth-
er, Mrs. Mary Rhodes.
Judge Edward H. Puryear went to
Memphis, Tenn., this morning on le-
gal business.
Mr. S. H. Taylor of the Winstead
company's force of drummers, re-
turned yesterday from Indian Ter-
ritory and Arkansas. While near
Fort Smith, several coaches of his
train jumped the track and many
were hurt, but. he escaped.
iss Genevieve Miller, deputy
county clerk, leaves the last of this
week for Cincinnati to visit.
Messrs. Joe Bonds and George
Hughes of the. cooperage works, have
gone to New York where they will
be two months re-working some
stock.
dMr. Fred McKnight of Melvin, La.,
is in the city, having been called here
by the death of his sister. Mrs. Emma
M. Bradley.
Mrs. Wm. Nagel and daughter,
Mrs. Harry Nfeyers. yesterela'y *went
to sojourn at Martinsville, Ind.
Mr. G. D. Elmore and wife of
Henderson, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Nance.
NIIrs. Wyatt Bush and children of
Louisville. are visiting Mrs. J. A.
McCann.
Mrs. R. L. Peaclier yesterday went
to Trenton, Ky.. to visit.
Mrs. Robert Martin is in Mayfield
visiting her mother, Mrs. Jennie
Ridgeway.
Mr. Thomas Roberts wept to Meri-
dian. Miss., last night on business.
Miss Susie Thompson has gone to
Kansas City,-Mo.; to visit.
Dr. Wm. Owen, the dentist, has
moved his office from room No. 7,
Trueherat building to room No. 3 the
same building, and fronting an
Broadway.•
On Thursday, July tith, tor, at the
residence of W. J. Griffith deceased,
on the' Cairo road, I will offer for
sale and sell at public outcry and to
the highest bidder the entire personal
effects of the late W. J. Griffith, con-
sisting of 15 fine cows, 4 horses, 2
'wagons, i buggy and all harness and
full amount of dairy supplies. All
household and kilehen furniture.
Terms made known on day of sale.
M. F. GILBERT, Admr.
W. J. Griffith, deceased.
Good all round blacksmith and
shoer. Good pay and steady work
to the right man. Apply -Black-
smith," Register office.
WATER NOTICE.
PATRONS OF THE WATER
COMPANY ARE REMINDED
THAT THEIR RENTS =TIRED
JUNE 3oth. AND THOSE WHO
DESIRE TO RENEW THIS
QUARTER SHOULD DO SO BE-
FORE IT IS FORGOTTEN. ALL
PREMISES NOT PAID FOR ON
OR BEFORE THE moth OF JULY
WILL BE DISCONTINUED AND
THE COST OF SHUTTING OFF
AND TURNING ON WATER




Seoul, July j. via Tokio, Dula 3-
Protestant Christianity in Korea has
increased over 6o per cent in the past
year. and there is promise. of a na-
tional evangelization under the aus-
pices of the Amerieln missionaries
Catholicism is apparently stationary.
Marquis Ito today addressed an as-
semblage of missionaries, assuring
them of his most sympathetic inter-
est and of his readiness to go-operate
in their efforts to further the moral
and intellectak elevation in Korea.
At the same time he was confident
that he could rely upon a similar at-
titude on their part toward his en-
deavors to benefit Korea.
----s ---
FOURTH OF JULY AT
METROPOLIS.
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
THE IMPROVED ORDER OF
RED MEN. STEAMER GEORGE
COWLING LEAVES PADUCAH
AT 8 A. M., 10:30 A. M., AND 2 P.
M. RETURNING. LEAVES ME-
TROPOLIS AT 9 A. M., Ivo P. M.,
AND 6 P. M. ROUND TRIP FARE
25 CENTS. COME AND ENJOY
A PLEASANT DAY AND A CELE-
BRATION IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE SPIRIT OF OUR NA-
TIONAL INDEPENDENCE.
Budweiser, king of bottled beers,
in family size cases of two dozen,
bottles to the case on short notice.
Anheuser-Busch Bewing Association
Branch; both phoncs 112. J. H.
Steffen, manager.
New York, July 3.—After a week's
investigation. the Queens County
Grand Jury has refused to indict
Henry Becker for the,murder of t5-
year-old Amelia Staffeldt of Flushing.
Becker will probably ;,e discharged
this morning. Becker was arrested
on suspicion, but it was not until af-
ter he %had been pet through the
"third degree" that he made a con-
fession._ 'I'lleSprand jury, it is_stated,
believed that. Hecker was seared Tit-
making the confession.
department in charge of experts. Creapeet house
town for Tires. Pumps. Saddles, etc. Remember the place
It spurts and catches, blots and scratches.
It's simply no good,that's all:"
Iluorireda of users say this about the ordinary steel pens. I1. they
viouli) use oar No. 97 Hunt pens, with the rounded point, one trial
would convince them that these pens are the "BEST TN THE
WORLD. A special offer until September lit: '.'Buy a box (ta
dozen) for soc. Give them a trial—use a dozen, or two dozen of
them, and if you are not satisfied bring back what you have left of
them and exchange them for a FULL SOX of any other kind of.






Bay, N. Vi OFFICE 306 B'VVY '
"Honey" ellody vs. Donov 
Freddie Weeks vs. Grover Hay, * 
15 rounds, at Cripple Creek, Colo.
Jim ' Flynn vs John. Wile, f
rounds, at Pueblo, Col. ,
-11tre -Garttner- vs --Rersey Kanell, 
FIGHTS SCHEDULED
FOR JULY FOURT
Tommy Burns vs. Bill Squires,
rounds, at Ocean View, Cal
Uuk Russell vs. George Herb
20 round. at Vallejo, Cat.
WE'RE A UNION STORE TO THE. CORE. OUR CLO-THING IS
MADE FOR US BY WELL-PAID AND SKILLED UNION TAILORS.
YOU'LL FIND NO "SWEAT SHOP" WORK HERE. WE'IlL HAVE
NONE OF IT. THE UNION WORKING MAN THAT C OMES HERE FOR HIS CLOTHES
WILL NOT ONLY FURTHER HIS OWN INTEREST BUT HE WILL ALSO BE ASSUR-
ED OF RECEIVING A FULL' AMOUNT OF SATISFACTION FOR HIS MONEY.
WE CHARGE NO MORE FOR OUR DEPENDABLE UNION-MADE GARMENTS
THAN MANY OTHER STORES ASK FOR INFERIOR MADE`CLOTHES: MADE NOBODY
KNOWS WHERE OR BY WHOM.
THIS IS AMR STORE, MR, UNION MAN.
—FOR SALE—Boy's second-hand
bicycle, cheap; No. acc North Fifth
street
—FOR RENT—Two desirab:e fur-
niehed rooms, for gentlemen No. no
North Seventh.
FOR RENT—Storeroom at 102
Broadway, after July 6. Apply Geo.
Langstaff, old phone an.
FOR SALE—Two 2-horse wagons.
Noble & Yeiser. 2-2
MONEY TO LEND ON REAL
estate. S. T. Randle, Real Estate and
Insurance, Room 3, American-German
National Bank.
—FOR RENT—Four room fiat,
1440 Broadway; See L. D. Sanders,
Phone 765, office 318 South Sixth
street.
WANTED—A carload of second
hand stoves and furniture by the toth
of July. J. Bamberger, 404 Jefferson
street. Old phone No. taa6 a.
,MOVED—J. Bamberger has mov-
ed to 404 Jefferson street, where he
has opened a second hand furniture
store in connection with his shoe
shop.
WANTED—Every lady in Padu-
cah to call for the Union Label on
all goods purchased by her. By so
doing she will help herself and help
the workingman.
--FOR RENT—One and two story
brick store building, with dwelling
upstairs at Foo South Fifth. Apply
Jake Scanean, 8o8 S. Fifth.
—FOR RENT—'Nicely furnished'
front room; cool, clean and modern
Suitable for two gentlemen. 56o Nort
Seventh street.
,
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between'
ages of 21 and 35, citizzens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, rehd
and write English. For informatios
apply to Recruiting Officer, Ne4
































































































THE CLORIOt Beginning Today
FOURTH Of.
Standard, Est. April,
Register, Est. hay, a







Wallace *Park Was Cong
Thousands of People.VP—
Went t° lietr°Slas previously Been, rbeth-
•
Pl[C[ SIN
o Matter What the Price
#The Glorious Fourth of
ed off yesterday happily %to
joying themselves in a qui' •
tire population seemed to . 15, $16.50, $18
It seemed like Sunday cli
' houses being closed, and tli 
Soldbebusiness portion of the illthe afternoon, all the 
exceedingly quiet in that t
1 011ace Part, and Oa
seemed to be the mecca tot ,
ure seekers a, the sted
Fowler carried many hund
the cave where the Knight
ias gave a grand outing. I
net, speakingst, athletic ev
of the cave. floating paler
and other amusements bei
ed for the people attendin
thing went off in fine "While we have offered a few broken lots at the_...a crowd being most orderly
geoid. • 
&valid thousand peOpleibOVe price, this sale, covering as it does
at Wallace •pa-k where di
nverry-go-roun gcl. movin
boating. fireworks and 0.1
tions were the order of the Every Three-Piece Suit in
last qnes to leave the danc
not return to the city on:11
The game of baseball wit the Housethis morning ..rion. Ill. club was not pul
the park. the ball players f
went to Kuttawa and pla„)ffers you not only the lowest price but one of the




of that city. winning by a
to
exhibition of the sport. 64
On aiarolant of the rigid
,- sued by the police departigarments to be found in Paducan'-.fireworks and explosive
were constaieunns by thei
as hardly anything was doi g 2
Ihte. except the boys with
crackers. Ow in a while Blue and Black Granite
cracker could be heard, but
ers report that very little ir
was disposed of. The polie •
intend taking chances with .
contracting lockjaw, from
many died last Christmas.
injured by the little toy pist
At a general rule little disc
veiled among the festive incl
otepolice found it dull. con'ihat t used to be years agal
Fourth Of course a num'
, out imbibing pretty freely,
id not let it make the= obst
and the officers extended leni
made only a few arrests.
Many people spent the day
ing and 'fishing. numerous —
loaded with the parties being
lag to the woods in the mon
returning in the evening. I
went to the lakes across ti
Basket dinner on the grount
park was enjoyed by hundre
The Cowling carried large
down to Metropoli, where i
Men entertained and the Pad
returning, report it 3 fine affa
° in eleven innin6s• it ARGEST SELECTIONS OF FULL TAILORED
31ue and Black Ser es
'WHITE MAT" AGAIN' 11§
•
Loukville. Ky., July 4 —N4
'White Mat," one of the wo
'lowest female crooks in Louis
once again in the toils .after
liberty for months. This time
who gives her name as W
.though she is known Mat
all over the "Chute," is acct
TobSing Frank Abrey, a far
Cloverport. of a pocketbddk c
ing St5 Policeman Hepp an
caught her Isatiog snryie
,qt Preston street. between La
and Walnut. with the money s
talden.
Abrey sad that she dtagge




all the .latest styles and weaves, elegantly tailored
BOY'S SUITS.
Formerly sold at from Si to $6, cleal _
once sale price -75c to 84.50.
BOY'S WASH PANTS.
8 cents—a 25 cent value wash Na.3
that the kids can play in to their
heart's desire. Dirt won't hurt them.
They wash up fine. Plain and strip-
ed Patterns.
Better grade wash Pants for which
others ask 5o cents toe
To add interest to this clearance




cornier price 81.5o to $6.5o, clearance
sale price goc to 84.40.
FURNISHINGS.
75c Negligee Shirts 
25c Boston Gaiters . toe
50C Elastic Seam Drawers
f,oc Athletic cut drawers  
soc Athletic cut undershirts-
soc Summer Ties 25c
CLEARANCE SALE OF SHOES—MME SPLENDID BAR-
GAINS IN THIS LINE, INCLUDING MANY NUMBERS. OF THE
CELEBRATED "CROSSETT SHOES" WHICH ARE SOLD ANY-






betweeta Brook and Floyd. anihe clothing store thatC arms Union Store Cardthe purse from his hip pockets
()Meets have svitnessea who 'IF
rpbbery take place Mat 'o
rstand before Judge Thompsor
•stWore that ;be was a neva
'though she is welt known by I.
i‘nrixtes to be p 1444 woman
:Inhabits the lowest negro dPe
the "Chute," and her Alp co
inna are the most depraved c
people. She is thirty-three yea'
C. Cullen ON Co.
312 -- BROADWAY 312 -
"116,
;
WE SAVE YOU MONEY ON EVERY PURCHASE.
FOR AND ABOUT WOMEN
Simple Lotions to Curl'Hair.
Summer is an especially hard 
sea-
eon for women whose hair
 is moist
and heavy, for to make it 
look well
seems almost impossible. 
Recently
1 spoke of daily air
ings and sunnings
as doing much to.correct 
this condi-
tion, but, besides this 
treatment those
certain kinds of shampoo will
 be a
help when the time of 
washing
rolls around. Added to these
 there
.are a couple of dry a
pplications that
sometimes affect moist hair s
o fav-
orably as to do far more 
toward wav-
ing it than tongs can 
accomplish, so
it is quite possible that 
the tresses
will not look "slick," belt 
as soft as
a woman's whose hair 
has natural
fluffiness if not curl.
In case one does not know 
it, the
fact that soda is drying, 
and, there-
fore, sometimes good to put 
in the
shampooing water, should be 
remem-
bered by heavy-haired wo
men, but
one who has the least dryness
 in her
scalp should let it alone, for 
the ef-
fect will be injurious, Ammo
nia, too,
will act in the same way.
Better than either of these 
is a
preparation made of a pint of 
bay
rum, a gill of alcohol, a 
gill of wa-
ter, a quarter of an ounce of
 tincture
of canthardies. an eighth of an
 ounce
of carbonate of ammonia and a 
quar-
ter 'of an ounce of carbonate o
f pot-
ash. The water should be used 
for
dissolving the carbonates, and during
this time the other ingredients 
should
be put together. Then mix th
e Iwo
' combinations, shaking well.
This is pot only cleansing, but 
a
tonic, and absorbing to moistu
re. It
should be used by wetting the s
calp
thoroughly and rubbing, then allow
-
ing it to dry in. Afterward w
ash in
clear water.
Another lotion for the same pur-
pose is made of two ounces of lay-
cutlet, a quarter of an ounce of bo-
rax and one and one-half ounces 
of
rose water. Use as directed for 
the
other.
Neither of these should be put on
the scalp oftener than once in t
hree
weeks.
Application: that may dry the hair
in the way it is placed, so chat if
laid .in waves the effect will be ob-
tained, will be effectual on certain
qualities of hair. Again I must say,
however, that these arc not only use-
less on hair already dry in texture.
but will be obsolutcly harmful in
that they are more drying.
The method includes either tea.
rosemary water or aromatic vinegar.
In any one of these twelve grains of
carbonate of potash should be dis-
solved to the proportion of half a
pint. The hair is brushed and made
ready for dressing, then is gone over
lightly, but thoroughly, with a brush
wet in one of these liquids. The co-
iffure.'is there lootel made, the hair
laid in waves about the face. Over
this there should be tied a thin face
veil., taking care that the waves are
still formed. The veil helps to pre-
serve them and when the hair is dried
the veil is removed and the hair
lightly gone over with a comb.
A woman whose hair is so moist
as to preclude poesibilty of waves
may still get a fluffy effect by using
corbonate of potash in the ehampoo-
ing water It should be dissolved in
the first rinsing water. about ten
gains to a bash-fut. Shakins, the hair
frequently while drying increases the
possibility of fluftness. especially if
don.• "wrote an open winder through
which the wind is blowing.
Women Everywhere.
4 It s estimated that 3.000.marriages
arc performed daily throughou; the
world
The chances of sudden death are
greater among men than women id
the ratio of i to 8.
Out of 212,000 women in Australia
epialitied to vote. 574.000 exercise the
right of franchise.
Eliza Calvert Hall, whose "Aunt
Jane of Kentucky" is already in its
third edition, began her literary ca-
reer by writing verse.
A. P. Peacock. one of the famous
former "Carnegie's partners" has
bought for his daughter's saddle
horse Boer General Cronje's war
horse.
Women compoaitors of Christiania
and Bergen, No?voy. are to he paid
the same rates 2, men after five years
of apprenticeship and passing a test
of full qualification.
Evelsen Chandler. of Norway, Me
years 'old, is said to have a peculiar
power over reptiles. She is a natu-
ral snake charmer and handles the
most venomous serpents with impun-
ity. e
The average American is blase al-
'most before the English girl is ready
to leave her school, says a writer.
The English girl never leaves her
governees and home before she is IR,
while at the same age the Nmerican
girl has seen much of the svorld. Yet
the American girl retains her vivac-
ity and her interest in everything. it
is that one quality. T thinks ahove all
ethers, that wins for her the sdmira-
tion of the English %yeoman.- The
'American woman never looks to her
husband as master, while the l!nglish
swoman is taught to do so from birth. 
of her hull springing a leak and
and one feels at once rested in 
both




'Mrs. Clarence Ballowe and ch
il-
dren of PaducA are guests of 
her
brother, John Ower..
Rev. I. T. Bagnall has been call
ed
to .Anna, Ill., to attend the 
bedside
of his wife who is in a critical con-
dition in an infirmary. Mrs. B
agnall
has been there for the past fou
r
months for her health. Rev. Mr.
Bagnall will be absent from Ful
ton
for several weeks.
Mrs. William Ligon returned today
from Paris, Tenn., where she w
ent
several days ago to attend the bed-
side of her father, W. C. Brown. 
Mr.
Brown d;ed Tuesday and was buried
yesterday in Paris. He was 77 year
s
old and one of the Most promin
ent
citizens of Paris. Pe had been a
member of the Masonic lodge for
more than forty years and had held
many high offices in that oragniza-
thin.
Meeting of Texas Mayors.
Amarillo, Texas. July 5.—The May-
ors' Association of Texas met in an-
nual convention here today, and will
remain in session/over tomorrow. A
large attendance greeted President 'I'.
W. Perkins of McKinney when he
called the gathering to order this af-
ternoon. Mayor W. A. Miller of Am-
arillo greeted the visitors, for whom
response was made by Mayor Davis
of Fort Worth and Mayor Highsmith
of Mineral Wells.
The commission form of govern-
ment and the municipal ownership of
public utilities are the two subjects
which will engage most attention of
the convention. Among those expect-
ed to take a leading part in the dis-
cussions are Mayor g Rice of Houston.
Callahan of San Antonio, Heyn of
Marshall. Davis of El Paso, Acebeson
of Dennison. Hay of Dallas, Harris
of Fort Worth. Craycroft of Sher-















Mt. Carmel. 4.8-0.9 fall.
Nashville. 8.8-2.2 fall.
Pittsburg, 4.2-2.2 fall.
St. Louis. 2.1.7--1.6 fall
Mt Vernon. to.4—o.3 fall.
Paducah. 13.8-1.3 fall. .
This afternoon a• 5 o'clock the
steamer Kentucky leaves for 
the
Tennessee river, where she remain
s
until next Thursday night.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes hack tomorrow,
to stay here until Monday befor
e
leaving again for that city.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Evansville, departs at once
on her return that way, and gets back
here next 'Negate.
The Dick Fowler goes to Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock, and return-
ing tonight about 9 o'clock, lies at
the wharf until Monday before de-
parting op another trip.
The City of Savannah should pass
up today bound for the Iennessee
river from St. Louis.
The City of Saltillo is due out of
the Tennessee river tonight or to-
morrow en route so St. Louis.
The Peters Lee goes down today
bound for Memphis from Cincinnati
The steamer Tarascon has laid up
at jeffereonville; where, she will he
repaired. Her place in the Evansville
and Loeisville trade has been taken
by the Morning Star.
Captain Joseph B. Flaach has re-
turned from Natchez, Greenville and
other Southern points where he visit-
ed in interest of the marine engi
neers.
Second Mate Bob Moss of the
steamer Clyde, has resigned his po-
sition.
The Amer'can will leave today or
tomorrow for the Tennessee river.
The Russell Lord got away for St.
Lonis yesterday.
The Margaret yesterday went to
the Temiessee river after ties.
The packet Electra left here yes
terday for Nateiville. having ars
rived Thursday from St. Louis, out
of which city she has been running
up the Missouri river.
The ferryboat Bettie Owen expects
to resume trips today after lying up
several weeks for repairs.
The. towboat Ncl'ie was raised on-
to the dry docks yesterday for re-
pairs. and it developed that instead
canting her 'to .ink in the Clark's
Comfortless Furnishing. f river two weeks ago, she just had too
Rooms are furnished nowadays with heavy
 a load wilt+ pushed her down
2 vie - to effect rather than. to corn- 
s.o far in he water that it rushed
fort. Furniture ie charming; never throug
h some dry seams above the
'hag better taste been displayed, gen- 
water 1;ne. and resulted in the sink-
ersThg. inifftenishing-- inct. -
yet if is rare, when one comes
 to
of it. that nn e goes into a rallv 
k good husband it one that will be
rov. "comfy" room.' where the aver- that wa
y even after the honeymoon
e.'"'”art looks thorewohly a. 
linens has entiOds
• ..
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Britlge and structural iron workers
are putting forth special -efforts to
organize the non-union men in the4
s VBUYING TICKETS TO CANADA,traTdhee.
national convention of the Am- DROP OFF WHIL
E PASSING
algamated Window Glass Workers of THROU
GH U. S.
America will be held next week in
Detroit.
The International Union of Horse-
shoers of the United States and Can-
ada was organized in 1875.
Out of twenty-one bills in the Ore-
gon legislature framed hi the interest
of labor, twelve passed both houses.
Chicago's women trade unions have
called three conventions, one each in
Chicago-, New York and Boston, to
formulate plans for a national trade
union.
Boston Typographical Union No.
/3 will invite the International Typo-
graphical union to hold its conven-
tion in Boston next year.. The Bos-
ton union is one of the oldest and
largest within the international body.
The ten-hour labor law affecting the
cotton Tiflis of South Carolina went
into partial effect July t. On January
t next the regular schedule of sixty
hours a week will be put into force. .
Governor Hughes of New York, ve-
toed the bill which sought to equalize
the salaries of the women school
teachers of New York city with those
of the male teachers. The women
propose to bring the matter up again
at the next session of the legislature.
An important matter engaging the
attention of the International Typo-
graphical union is the proposition to
pension all disabled members not. in
the home at Colorado Springs. where
many are unable to gain admission on
account of lack of room.
Notwithstanding the great variation
in the length of daylight in the arc-
tic regions, the war department has
decided that the eight-hour law must
bt applied as elsewhere, even in con-
nection with the building of roads and
other public works.
'Representatives from the tapestry
workers' unions in New York, New
Jersey, Massachusettt and Pennsyl-
vania met. recently and organized a
National Association of Carpet
Workers of America. About 20,000
carpet mill employes are represented.
The third annual state convention
of postdffice clerks, held at Sacramen-
to, adopted resolutions recommend-
ing the passage of the $t,20o a year
bill for clerks, and an eight-hour day.
The convention also indorsed the
pension bill for superannuated.
One hundred and forty laborers
employed by 'the government on the
construction of fortifications at Cush::
ing. Cow and Diamond islands, Me..
struck recently for increased wages.
Belgium is a land of low wages.
In Ghent the minimum pay an hour
for printers, roofers. glaziers, paint-
ers and boilermakers is seven cents—
seventy eents a day for ten hours—
and of blacksmiths, locksmiths, car-
penters, masons. pith-elites and elec-
tricians eighty cents.
The t6-hour law passed by the last
session of the legislature of the state
of Washington will be fought by the
railroads. The law prohibits the rail-
roads from working their trainmen
for more than 16 hours without rest.
except in cases where a bridge is out,
a slide or a wreck. •
In writing the news from home
the old lady casually said: "Your
auntie is in heaven, yodr uncle is tn





'Tis the last reJ fireckacker
Left lying alone;
11.11 its former companions
Are busted and gone.
Not one of its kindract
Nor loved one is nigh
To observe its last sputter
Or hear its last sigh.
It lies on the hidcwalk
fflut none takes it up—
Little Willie has wandered
Down town with the pup
To inquire of the doctor
If dogs grow new tails.
For a bunch of firecrackers
Filled puppy with wails,
Uncle Thomas is resting
Up stairs on a cot—
Tie must lay on his stomach.
His back is so hot;
Poor old grandpa is moaning
In guzzled despair
For a wayward sky rocket
Took his beard and hair.
rrk
Papa has his head bandaged
In coverings neat.
And a surgeon is fixing
The burns on his feet;
Mamma thinks she'll recover
The use of her arms.
Though the red fire that burned
them
Caused eight fire alarms.
'Tis the last red firecracker
Where it was flung down
Ere the mantle of silence
Fell over the town;
There's no one to explode it;
It lies where it fell
And must wait for ignition
Till some one gets well.
—kt. Louis Republic.
"She asked me to meet her by the
istrt:den wall."
"Yet you seem apprehensive."
'Yes: I'm afraid she intends to
throw me over."--Wtishington Her-
ald. 1:117`11117
'la •
Immigrants Flocking to Mexican Bor-
der to Slip Into the
Country.
Mexico City. July 5.--Two hundred
and seventy-five Japanese landed at
Salina. Crez yesterday. , These Jap-
anese )ike most of the others that
land in thl• country. are headed (hr
the coal miners in the district of Las
Esperanzas. This is ore of the small-
est bundle . of immigrants that has
yet been brought over.
Joseph Y. Stramd, a Chinese immi-
gration ir:pcctOr stationed at El
Paso, wit arrlved in this city today,
stated that Japanese are flocking to
the border ie great numbers and buy-
ing tickets from Juarez thryugh to
Canada. in order to enter the United
States in violation of the recent pro-
vision of the immigration department,
which do et: the border 'to these im-
migrants.
Under t'lepresent regulation all
the Japanese have to do is to make
declaration that they ate going
through to Canada and they are per-
mitted to enter. Mr. Strand declares
that reports from the Canadian bor-
der show that the immigrants are not
arriving in that country, and that
they drop off at convenient points in
the United States,
It is said that many men headed for
the coal fields of Mexico make the
border their real destination.
MONUMENT TO STUDENTS
Of Yale Who Opposed the British
Troops tall Tears Ago.
New Haven, Conn.. July 5.—One
hundred and twenty-eight years 3g.'
today. on July 5. 1779. a small blids
of beardless Yale students marched
bravely out to the edge of the town
and gave battle to the British seter-
ans who had comet) take New Hav-
en. Today a monument commemo-
rating the heroism of the youthful
students was placed on the spoi at
West Bridge, where the British were
repulsed.
The monument cost Ejo 000 and was
designed by James Edward Kelly of
Netv York. The monument consists
of three bronze figures of heroic size
and dreseed in the costume of the
college boys of colonial times. They
are seen operating a piece of field ar-
tillery and the whole is mounted on
a pedestal of granite suitably in-
scribed.
The conflict which the enemorial
commemorates was one of the stir-
ring incidents of the American revo-
lution. The British had planned to
cause Waehingeon to weaken his
forces at West Point in order to de-
fend the Connecticut coal. New Ha-
ven. then a town of 1,80o inhabitants
is as to be the object of the British at-
tack President Stiles, from the stee-
ple of Yale college saw the British
fleet preparing to sail from West
Haveno.Aand called out the students
for the left-nee of the town.
Under General Garth the British
forced a landing, hotly opposed by
the Yale boys and the patriots, and
proceeded to plunder and destroy. A
pitched battle was fought at the nortg




fenders were eventually overv•
(Id by superior numbers. M
the British had landed t.
Lighthouse Point, and advanced from
the East, with the interdion of form-
ing a junction wit htbose in the town
and crushing all opposition, while Sir
George Collier bombarded the town
from the warships in the harbor.
By this time, however, the entire
countryside was aroused, and the pa-
triots gathered in such. numbers that
the British withdrew and burn( d
Fairfield. The heroic students oT
Yale were therefore left in possession
'of the college town.
FIFTEEN PER CENT DECLARED
FOR THT J. L. WANNER
CREDITORS.
Lawyers' Fees Allowed in This Pro-
ceeding and Also thii Rehkopf
Saddlery Company.
A fifteen per cent dividend was de-
clared for benefit of the creditors in
the bankrupt court yesterday in the
proceeding of, John L. Wanner, bank-
rupt. It amounts to some lurnefrede
of doHars.
Lawyers Eaton and Boyd weresal-
case, while Attorneys Eaton, Moe.
lowed a Slots lawyers' fee in this
quot and Martin were allowed $45o
for regal services in the E. Rehkopf
Saddlery company case.
- County Clerk's Office.
Property on rfth between Tennes-
see and Jones streets ha r4 been sold
by J. W. Lockwood and wife to Wary
Seamon for $73o and the deed filed
for record yesterday with the county
clerk.
The clerk issued marriage licenses
to the following couples: Bent Peel-
er and Myrtle Coke, Joseph Taylor
awl Birdie G. Young. Colored peo-
ple getting marriage licenses were
41dred Lander. aged 29. and Lizzie
Grundy, aged .24; Henry McGee, aired,





Surplus and Undi- •
vided Profits. . . 100,000.00
1 Stockholders' Lia-bility  ;230,000.00
,Total . . . . - $560.00n.00
, Total Resources . . $985,453.23
DIACTORS
W. P. Bradshaw, J. A. Bauer, Louis F. Kolb, FE
4. Petter, C. F. Rieke, Muscoe Burnett, Geo. C.
Thompson, President; T. J. Atkins, Vke-Pres.:
Ed. L. Atkins, Cashier.
E. C. COPELAND
Contractor for
HOUSE PAINTING, SIGN WRIT-
ING.
PAPER HANGING AND DECO-
RATING.






Are prepared to make any site of
pipe you want
BUILDING BLOCKS
Of al sixes and shapes. Our biocks
are the most perfect building ma-
terial on the market.
OUR FINKS
ARE THE BEST
They improve every year they are




Paducah Real tate. Western Ken.
tuelry Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay.
ment Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
for it. Office Fraternity Building.
ILDO.'.71 W. WHITTEMGRit. Padu-
cah.
FOUND BODY IN ROOM;
AND THEN FLED.
New York July 5.—Isspector Mc-
Cafferty, head of the detect've bu-
reau, last night received a cablegram
from Consul Genera/ Skinner at
Marseilles, France, that Sargis Sa
karain, alias Farkain, who was ar-
rested recently in Marseilles on
charge of having been implicated in
the death of Father Kasper Vartarin
has made a partial confession. The
cablegram states that Sakarain has
admitted he found the body in his
room arid that he fled, fearing that
he would be implicated in the crime.
DELAYS
ARE DANGEROUS
You take a big risk
when you neglect your
teeth. Your safety lies in
consulting a reliable
Dentist at once. The best
and most reliable place
you will find is
The Hill Dental
Company




Good cigars are not all im-
ported. • --7".1111131
Imported cigars ere not •'
good.
llowever, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or do-




"Is that young man with Maude
still?' asked her father, suddenly
eXTHICAND:BROACIWAYlooking up from his evening paper,
"Very still," replied her mother.—
Philadelphia Inquirer.-f 111111111111MIN
INNININSNIMINmgol















I .TAXES KOGER, Supt.
1 FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
_
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part of the ordinary routine of the. U 1 the Pacific. Bo
th would merely be
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Freddy rarent. is playing a great NOT. POLITICS EVA
NS ORDERED TO PleE-
1
 
game for the Boston Americans. 
PARE FOR TRIP TO PACIFIC.
Indianapolis fans have a breacher
' organization called the Kind Word
club. The object is to put a stop to 
TWENTY MEN OF WAR ARE TO
knocking and to toss kind words to S
AIL AROUND THE HORN
the home players-when they win. 
TO THE PACIFIC.
"Bugs" Raymond, who has been
signed by the St. Louis Nationals.
tried to stop an electric fan with his
EXCURSION ungloved hand the other day andcame very near having his pitching
• 
arm put out of business'permanently.
BULLETIN Five hits one day and twenty hitsthe next k the way the New York
Highlanders .have been batting.
Joe Kelly- and his "Canucks" haveTHE FOLLOWING RE-
DUCED RATES ARE
ANNOUNCED -
PHILADELIHIA B. P. 0. E.
Saa.00--July zith to tath in-
'a elusive, good returning until July
,rd with privilege of extension..
Until July 3zst. Through deeper
from Paducah. Leaves on train
ma. "sly 14th, ita3 a: m:
Ky-Round Trip, $2.50.
Special traits leaves 4:30 p in., Satur-
day, July -2oth,-returring leaves
Louisville 4.3a.-en., usiogy, jmir 22.
Tickets good only in special trains
In both directiodr No extension
will be granted; no baggage will be
checked.
Nashville, Teun.-Round trip $2.00.
Special train leaves Paducah 9:25 a.
m.. Sunday July t4th; returning leaves
Nashville ft p. m. Monday. July t5th.
No extension will be granted; no bag-
gage will be checked. Tickets good
only on special trains going and re-
turning
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April loth to November 3oth-t5
days-.$23.75. Coach excursions
on special dates---$18.no every








False Impressions Abroad Concern-
ing Movement Which Is Simply
Continuance of Routine.
Oakland, Cal., July 5.-Secreiary of•
the Navy Metcalf, in an interview
s • ,
today, confirmed the report that a
et the Toronto baseball worldphe large part of the United States navy
crazy., Greae thing for "Sir Jose will be seen in Pacific waters next
trs head awhiner his first year in the winter. Eighteen or twenty a the
Eastern league., largest men of war will come,around
"What do you think of those Bos- Cape 'Horn on a practice cruise and
tons?" has been asked more than will be seen in San Francisco has-
once daring the past month. bor. 1 . le
Manager Lajoie has his Cleveland "Many false impressions have gain-
team 'keeping great step and it looks ed circulation about the proposed
like a hard struggle for the Whitt movement of this part of the United
Sox the remainder of the season. States navy," said Secretary Metcalf.
The Cincinnati team has been play. I have held all along that there was
ing fine ball of late, end a good practically no.' significance to this
many fans believe the Reds will get movement from a military standpoint.
into 'the first division before the close I might have stated before I left
of ..tlie season. Washington exactly what I am say-
15funagee 'McGuire of the Boston
A
in now. I thought as the news con-
nsorisons ukciuld get Jimmy Barrett gcerned the people of the Pacific
a cap to fit him. Jim ripped his cat) coast today would be an appropriate
intrhe•-biseis in order to make it stay time to announce the exact plans.
on his head. I "It is the policy itf the navy de-
Pitchers Lindman and Linderman partmertt at the present time to keep
I are both members of the Boson Na-
. 
I the fleet in American waters as much
tionals. 
The Brooklyn team,as well as the as 
possible. It is also our policy, as
has been stated, to keep as large a
Giants put an awful crimp in the
Philadelphia team's pennant aspira- 
number of battleships together as
possible. We might as well spend
tions. a the money that is devoted to our
Hal Chase has slumped somewhat navy in American ports as abroad.
in his work with the other highland- We have sent squadrons to various
era. Europeans nations in the past with
Neither St. Louis team has played. less advantage than by keeping them
as good ball this season as last.
New York fans fear that the great 
at.. home.
I have planned this cruise around
Mathewson je becoming an ''in and the Horn for the practice of the
outer" Ti one game efatty shows squadron. How long they will spend
himself the old-time wonder aed in in these waters I cannot say at pres-
the next he is baeted out of the box. cant. I, can promise the people of
The Tigers are making quite a bid Oakland and San Francisco that they
for the pennant. but very few fans will see one of the finest naval spec-
think Jennings' team will arrive at tacles ever witnessed in Pacific wa-
the top in time to hoist the flag. ters.
A St. Louis uniform is very be "I hope the talk of Japanese trou-
foming to Bill Dineen and all that is bles and of international differences
. necessary is for Bill to win a few may be dropped by all of the news-
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
because it irons smothly, not
rough.
.4econd.
The button holes, Of stud
holes match.
Third.
Neilistee shirts with buttons
arc ilei,ed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons eithebsoff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
toe icy. Satisfy yourself by
rending ii your la'nudry
Star Laundry
Phone 200
games in make his stay in the Mound
City a happy affair
The Youth From Woonsocket.
There was a young man in Woon-
eocket.
Who tried to set off a sky rocket.
They found him next day
In a field miles away-
.end his name's on the coroner'
docket.
Camphor Tree Experiments in the
United States.
Secretary James Wilson. of the de-
partment of agriculture, in a recent
address delivered before the Americus
club of Pittsburg. declared that the
United State: was successfully ex-
perimenting in the production of cam-
phor.
!He said, in part: "For years the
department ha been distributing
camphor tree seed and thousands of
trees are now growing throughout the
South and in the Pacific coast states.
furtherance only of e plan of routinei(
Two years ago a serious e 
naval nianenvers. Moreover, it is
Srt was I
made to develop the manufacture of 
added that the matter is destination
camphor from these trees By im-
is undetermined and the fleet is quite
provements in manufacturing pro-
. as likely to he ordered to the Med.
ceases satisfactory results have been 
iterranean or the South Atlantic as
acceimplished and a large manufac- 
to the
any event, the statement empha-
camphor grove of 2.000 acres in
 Pacific.
turing concern is now building up a 
i
sizes (hat no political significance is. to be attached to the trip; and it is
Florida. from which it hopes to , further made clear that the inference
make camphor This firm uses more , that friction between individual cid-
than $5000.000 worth of camphor ev- zens of this country and natives of
ery year.'
A Japanese newepaper states that 
Japan has influenced the government
in the disposition 4f its fighting sea
the Toby() government has on foot force, is not justified.
a project for the extensive planting' it is the policy of the navy depart-
of forests of camphor trees. Tflit m
demand for camphor incresses; 
hay-ent to get the battleshipe together 
I!occasionally 
ing now reached over t0.500,000 
for an extended cruise.
! Arrangements for such a cruise are
pounds annually, and it will not be n
long until it reaches 
tee:a:wooow under way. They may or may
pounds, says a Japanese authority, 
not mature by the coming winter.
The officials statement as given out
by Secretary Loeb follows:
GUS DELMUTH DIES FROM "There is no intention of sending a
STAB RECEIVED SUNDAY. fleet at once to the Pacific. For the
Richmond, Ky.. July Del-
lass two years. the administration has
been perfecting its plans to arrange
ninth, the confectioner who was
stabbed here Sunday morning by 
for a long ocean cruise of the battle-
EXCURSION year-old Charles Searcy. is dead. The ships when a sufficient number ofstabbing resnited from a-quarrel over
to-
warships are gathered together. This
cruise may be to the Pacific,
118:38t1213ttnttUtIVUUUSIU73 
ascdairffeeyrence $e in the boy's salary. 
i in jail. Sympathy 
might possibly be only to the Med-
BT. LOITIS cot TE/MI 
l
MIZE pressed for both the family of Dee
s 111 ex iterranean or the South Atlantic. It
ninth and the boy. 
may possible take place next winter,
but on the other hand it may not be
RIVER PACKET 00. convenient to arrange for it until
Omaha Line Reduces Rates. later. ,Tn any event after a few
months the fleet will be broughtLincoln, Neb.. c.---In accord-
back together to the Atlantic Coast.:ince with the rennirements of the
The cheapest and best emir- "Whether the voyage Is made,new maximum freigr't rate law the
, whether the fleet stays in the Atlan-Minneapolis am' Oneihn railroad to-
sion out of Paducah. day- nut into effect its new schedule tie 
or goes to the Pacific, will be de-
of freight rates for Nebraska. redu te
rmined simply as a matter of rou-ce I
$8.00 ing all tariffs 15 per cent. The rates 
tine in the management and drill of
are a/s made to amply to and from 
the navy. It is now part of the set-
for
o
 the rotuul triu to Tennessee 6tv, Cottncil Blnffa and the 
tied policy of the navy department in
efi. its effort to keep the navy up to the
River and return. 
couri Valley in Iowa. 
highest point of efficiency. always to
Practice Coast Defense. 
keep the battleships t?gether, man-
euvering as a fleet composed of sty-Chatleston. S. C.. July 5.-During eral equadrons and it is desirablethe ten days beginning today Port
that this fleet should from time to
It is a trio of pleasure, comfort Moultrie and vicinity is to be the time take a long voyage.
%eerie of the most notable ermy man- e
and rest; good service, good table, The relations between the United(elvers held in this part of the eoun- States and all other powers never
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves tack try in a Trine time. The participants were more peaceful and friendly ttlAff
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m. will include. i
n addition to the coast
at the present, and if the fleet were
artinerv of the United State' army.
For other information apply to snaticsti.- th elrets hnele of the sent to 
the Pacific the fact would pos-e e
a•ate of South Carolina and
o..eyerel enrrunies the Netiotial
Ceerd of Alabama.
papers of the country. There is noth-
ing to produce any such feeling ex-
cept this talk elf the newspapers. It
is without foundation. The story that
Ambassador Aoki is in disfavor with
his own government, I believe purely
an invention. I know of no reason
at the present time why Japan and
the United States should not be on
the friendliest terms."
Only Naval Maneuvers.
Oyster Bay, N. Y . July 5.-The
basis of the report that a fleet of six-
teen American battleships was to be
sent to the Pacific is probably ex-
plained in an official statement made
public at the executive offices here
today. *
While not expressly stated, it is in-
timated that the battleships may go
to the Pacific coast in the near fu-
ture, but they do. it wilt be in
sets tie more , significance than the
further fact that three or four months





Washington, July 4.---Rear Admiral
Robley D. Evanse United Sta:es
Navy; commander in chief of the At- '-FRATERNITY BUILDING TELE-
lantic fleet, left Washington today
for New York. He ,has received or- , PHONES 835.
derS to prepare his command for a
cruise to the Pacific.
The date for its departure has been 55
set, but is not disclosed. It can be 
$2,50 Monroe street ox16 food lot,
..ortla side between Sixteenth street
stated, however, that it will not be rna heatain avenue; shade trees;
before November. fine lot for home building. Half cash.
Teat the naval policy of the gov-
ernment has been changed along
lines advocating concentration of the $1550 No. 1126 
Trimble street four-
bulk of the fighting force in the 
Pa_ room house, 40 foot lot; good neigh-
chic. the only probable zone of trou- bors. 
Half cash.
cbilrec,ieis.now accepted as a fact in naval $600, twenty west end lots South of
Norton street and between 26th and
At the same time there are strong 29th streets, some lots irregular shape
itlitences within the navy which doubt and some low, brook runs through
the wisdom of the transfer of the At- corner about four acres, all for $6e0,
lantic fleet to the Pacific, and some $20o cash balance t and 2 years, make
officers who feel this way predict that
although the policy now does con-
gsoallirdeeno.ne a good home place with
template the change, it will be re-
versed before the time comes for the
great armada to get under way. 
$600 Seven Mechanicsburg 40 ft.
lots. $50 cub and $to per month buys
all of them. You by accepting
Missouri Gideon.. Meet. this proposition be burn seven lots
Carthage, Mo., July 5.-All Missou-
r:ans who belong to "Gideon's Band" f°rthes lloe IlYots1.1° Per in°8111. No "able
are gathering here today to take part
in the fifth state convention of the $noo Acre of ground between
Gideons, or Christian traveling men. Hinkleville Toad and Jefferson street.
Carthage, Joplin and Webb City have Half cask.
joined in providing splendid enter-
tainment for the visitors, who will be $850 Jefferson street lot. 'North 
side
here three days. The convention will between 13th and 14th streets. 40 ft.
elect officers, receive reports and Only lot at the price on 
Jefferson
choose delegates to the national con- street, east of Fountain avenue.
vention of the organization, which is
to be held two weeks hence at Tole- 
$150 Rowlandtown, 51.) IL. lots, $10
do, Ohio. Interspersed with the 
reg_. cash, balance $5 per month, some at
ttlar business will be addresses by lacIa
several noted evangelists and lay $t2oo-4 acres, a special bargain.
speakers. Mechanicsburg between Sears' store
Humane Bullets. 
and • Yeiser avenue. cleared land,
ready now for market; garden or
(Atlanta Journal.) dairy. Fronts 6on feet on new
The French at Agincourt are said graded street. $1200, $25o cash buys
to have remarked with a fine court-
esy', "Monsiers, the English, fire 
this. When you are ready will make
25 lots.
first."
Which was very exquisite breeding $2000 No. 424 South Ninth street
on the part of the gentlemen of the
one part who had come out to kill 
1 i 2 story 5-room house, 40 foot lot.
$500 cash. Daieece easy.
the gentlemen of the other part., 
•And The Hague tribunal has rais- $2,50o two-story
 6-room house, two
ed an issue which seems but little 40 foot lots, corne
r Nineteenth street
less absurd. It is rumored that the and Goebel 
avenue and Tennessee
Spitz bullet, which has been adopted, street. Vacan
t lot on corner. End
is calculated to kill people when it is 
of new le;neteenth street car line. 
Would make fine place for wagon
by Great Britain. France and Austria,
fired from a gun and penetrates a vi- yard or store.
tal part, so this has thrown the pent
congress into convulsions. What
they want, apparently, is some kind 
$2$12 new Mechanicsbnr house,e
of projectile which will make the en- 
Vaughn's addition; 40 foot lot; rents
for $60 per year or ao per cent in-
emy sneeze, or at woest will chloro- terest on the investment; is a good
form him when it hits him. Under place to putit.
the rules and regulations which would 
prevail if the peace conference had its
way a detachment of police officers 
U25 Boyd street 50-foot lot, north
side, nearer church; $5o cash, bal-
wonld have to go along with the ar-
my wherever it went to war in order 
ance $to per month.
to keep the peace and keep any of
somebody.
0500 10f. 40x150, north side Trim-
the deadly missiles from hurting ble street between Ninth and Tenth.
Our 
Half cash.
own war office frankly ac-
knowledges that it is at sea. Speak-
ing more seriously, the Spitz bullet, 
$25o corner lot, 5oxt65 feet, Jack-
while it has more force behind it and 
son and Twenty-fifth streets, fine
consequently a lower trajectory, so 
lot; $25 cash. balance $5 per month.
as to make it more certain of nip-
ping the enemy, is less painful. as 
$3000-Fountain avenue 6-room
home. Lot northwest corner Foun-
one might say. than the dreaded
"slum-dune bullet which gained such 
lain avenu, Harrison street. Bath;
Good Home place; easy terms.
lathe during the South African war.
n• he "dum-dum" expanded after it en- $1.300- Cay street, north side, be-
tered the body of the victim and
made a wound which was decidedly 
tween Seventeenth and Nineteenth,
ugly. The Spitz has a sharp poine 
Fogntain Park addition. $50o cash.
and while it is calculated and design- $2.400-Marshall county farm of 230
ed to hit a greater number of people, acres, on the installment plan; on Lit-
the wounds are not necessarily so fa- tie Bear creek; all in light timber;
tal and certa'illy are not as painful as timber been cut over; $500 cash, bal-
the "dum-dum" or a great many oth- ance $2o0 per year. Finest chance
Cr bullets with which the authorities to buy a farm ever offered in Mar-
are familiar. shall county.
So it is impossible to see just what 
The effort to malt death and exter- TO$3nr• 
-oot lot on Mayfield road,the Hague conference is driving at.
ruination humane 'brings us to some shops . 






W. G. Hahn Knocked Fron Engine
By Block Signal Pole in East
Louisville.
Louisville, July 5.--Thirty-two
freight cars mutilated the body of W.
G. Hahn. twenty-one years old, a na-
tive af Deatoville. Ky.. and for eight
months a fireman on a switch engine
in the Louisville and Nashville yards
at East Louisville about 5 o'clock yes-
terday morning at Floyd and Fulton
street, where a trestle rises from the
ground. The body was removed to
Lee Crane's undeetaking establish-
ment at Sixth and Chestnut streets,
whence it will be removed to his
home at fterte o'clock this morning.
Just how Hahn fell to the tracks
from his engine is not known, for
his engineer. John Ahern, had not
missed him mil a brakeman came
over the cut of cars and remarked
that Hahn was missing About one
minute later an engineer au a Rig
Four engine discovered hi sek body
strewn along, the track for Ilivrral
yard's. and some of his clothing was
grntind up under the heavy trucks of
many of the care
A s`ylillie r c (lime is bettiir than cot-
of printed reaoloqons of good Pool. Funeral eetor; Rex Cor-
win. Liz-Pop Co,
$2000-No. 424 South Ninth street,
I 1-2 story 5-room house; good
ileighborhood; good house; bargain;
$500 cash, balance monthly.
$50o-Broadwa,y, 50-foot lot north
side between Twenty-fifth and Twen-
ty-sith street. One-fourth cash.
$1800-50x165 foot lot on north
side of Broadway, between Thirteen-
th and Fourteenth streets.
$4000-Business lot on North Sec-
ond street between Broadway and
Jefferson streets.
$3250-Jefferson street, north side,
between Thirteenth .and Fourteenth




Best, Cheapest and Safest.
Home Company
And for to cetns per month $5o bene.
fit, 20 cents per month $zoo benefit,
Investigate it and in now, for to-
A fool let hick, morrow may be to
o late. Directors:
A poor man fer. children. 111. Randle, president, C. T. Allen,
* randy- man fer free fights secretary, Real 'Astate and Loan; J.
Ant a ring-tail dog fee coons. T. Laurie, treasurer, cashier Me-
-Haldeman Free Press. chanica and Farmers Bank; S. P.
ROUND TI- TO -
Evansville ana Return
Continuous Passage, $4.(x); Unienited
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
Inclueed.
Round Trip to Cairo,
,rty of five or over, $r • each, with-
out meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars- see
S. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass-
enger Agent. Phone 33.
ALBEN W. I3ARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law.




Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway, Phone tax
Residence, 8to Broadway, Phone to
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.




Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
Ed P. Farley, M. D. C.
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C.
FARLEY & FISHER,
Veterinary Surgeons and Dentists.-
Office and Hospital, 429 South Third
St., Paducah, Ky.
Old Phone 1345. New phone 351.





Old Phone 113-r Paducah. Ky.
H. I. RIVERS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, spft; Office. 355.





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms r, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing, 523 I -2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523 1-3 Broadway, New Phone age;
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation









OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
If Marshall County; Perim-eh, Ky.,
iza Fraternity Building.
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Colonel H. C. Rhodes went to
Louisville yesterday on business.
Captain E. R. Dutt went to Brook-
port yesterday on business.
Mr. Ellis Brandon returned last
night from a drumming trip to Ten-
nessee.
Mr. James Kittrell, Sr., the hard-
ware drummer, returns today from a
week's trip on the road.
Col. Victor Van de Male returns
today from Illinois.
Capt. Wan. Crumbaugh. managing
editor of the Register, has returned
from Louisville and New Albany af-
ter a two weeks' absence.
Prof. H. IT Cherry. president of
the Western Kentucky State Normal
schookl at Bowling Green, was in the
city last evening en route home
from Murray.
Mr. 0W. H. Gingies. of Camdcr,
Tenn.. a well known educator of thr
state, formerly of Calloway counts..
Ky., will arrive here today for a
%isit. •
Miss Ruth Baynhato yesterday re-
turned froa visit in Mayfield.
Mr. John Sinnott, Jr., was in E- d-
dyville yesterday.
• Mr. A. L. Joynes went to Par's,
Tenn., -in business yesterday.
Mr. John Lane 'eft yesterday for
Hartford, Ky.
MTS. Grider Thornberry and child-
ren have returned from visiting at
Maxon's Mill.
Mr. and Mrs. S I. Smith have re-
turned from Oklahoma and are visit-
ing Nre. and Mrs. CharTes Horton.
Mrs. A. L. Hoo2er • in La Center
visiting her sister. Mts. Harrison. .
M. J. W. Williams of S. Louis,
and lir. Arthur fiction of Kansas
City 5re visiting Mr. And Mrr, Otas-
. Horton.
Mrs. W. W. Fitzpatrick of Para,
Texas. arrived this morn;ng to visit
her mother. Mrs. W. W. Powell of
West %Broadway. She was accom-
panied by her sister-in-law. Miss Fay
Fitzpatrick.
Mr. George Wolf has returned
from a drumming trip through Penn-
sylvania. .,
Mr. Arthur S. Hull of Indianapolis,
went to Mayfield las, evening, and 
re
turning-today, goes home. Ple has
been visiting Mr. Wchard Scott.
Messrs John Mien, Charles 
Mien,
Clifford Doug/as and Wm. Banks 
of
lienry. Tenn.. are vis'ting Mr. Ben
M. Allen.
Mrs. IT. 0. George and son Jo
bn,
have gone to visit in Viaginia.
Miss Jeanette Shipman, of 
the
louses' training school it the 
hos-
pital has gone to Ob'on Tenn. 
where
she was called by the illness 
of her
mother.
Miss 'Emily Ware has gone 
to Mober
IY. Mo., to visit her aunt,
 Mrs. Elliott
I.. Mitchell.
Mr.loseph Smith will arrive 
here
today from Cincinnati to v
isit his
brother, Hon. James P. Smit
h. Re-
- tlic hest ;:lnd 
,heapest livery
$igs ritig too both p'oernes. Copel
aniffs
stable, 419 Jefferson street.
- --Contractor George 
Weikel has
been awarded the contract to 
cor-
tract to construct a ha
ndsome two
story brick building for 
the St.
Mary's academy at Fifth and 
Monroe
street. The now structure goe
s
where the old brick build
ing now
Stands in the middle of the 
block.
A large pile of boxes and 
trash be-
bind the Clements' book 
store took
fire yesterda3 afternoon, but 
was ex-
tinguished -before spreading to 
the
—Jack Carter. - of 1636 
Harrison
street. at Riverside hospital 
being
treated for his eye, that was 
badly.
sot by a chip of iron at the i
ron fur-
*ace yesterday while at work.
Office Moved.
Pr. Wm. Owen, the dentist, has
moved his office from room No.
 • 7,






On Thursday, July 11th, 
47. at the
residence of W. J. Griffith dece
ased,
on the Cairo road, I 
kill offer for
sale and sell at public 
outcry and to
the highest bidder the 
entire personal
effects of the late W. J. G
riffith, con-
sisting of 15 fine cows. 4 
horses, 2
1112W., MS, 1 buggy and all 
harness and
full amount of dairy su
pplies. All
household and kit,:hen fusn
iture.
Terms made knoun on day of
 sale.
M. F. GILBERT, Admr
W. J. Griffith, deceased.
BLACKSMITH WANTED.
Good all o ,und blacksm
ith and
shoer. Good pay and s
teady work
to the right man. App
ly "Black-
smith," Register cffice.
Ter.bnicalities in your ads are
 tire-
some, because the average 
'person




'I NOTICE TO SHIP
PERS.
Effective July 1st. /storage 
rules
have been adopted at all 
stations in
Kentucky on package freig
ht. Stor-
age will be charged when 
freight, un-
loaded at railroad warehouses or
 plat-
forms, is not removed .by 
consignees
within forty-eight (48) hou
rs, from
the first 7 o'clock a. m., OT 12 O'clock
noon after.noticeof arrival, 
Sundays
and legal.. -Volltlays excep
ted; or
freight will be sent to a public stor-




• Art • , Agent V.. C. & St. L
. Ry.
T. DONOVAN,
Agent I. C. Railroad.
RIDS PO R COAL.
r
Sealed proposals for fu
rnishing the
sity schools coal for the 
coming win-
ter will be eceived up to 
7730 o'clock
p. nt, July stS, 1907 at of
fice in high
school building. Did on lump, nut
and mine run --about tR 
car loads.
The btlard reserves the 
right to re.
ject any and all bids. B
idder make




, Clerk Board of Educatio
n









2o lbs -Clarifield Suger  
Roaster Coffe pr pound 
Calumet Hants, per pound
Picnic Hams, per pound
2 paltastes Saratoga Flakes for 
25#
3 packytes Out Meal Wafers for 25t





publican nominee for mayor.
Mr. I'. J. Hogan, the timber man,
is here from Atlanta, Ga., euroute to
Cincinnati.
!Judge Tiliotnas B. Cook of Marray
was here yesterday enrome *owe
from Kuttawa, where he delive.n
address Thursday to the
growers' convention.
Captain Wm. L. Reed, of the army
recruiting service, has returned to
Evansville accompanied by Samuel
Dixon. who enlisted and will be sent
from Evansville to the Philippines,
. Mrs. F. H. Reynolds and son af
Indianapolis, Ind., are visiting Mrs.
Charles H. Blaney of Clark street.
'Mrs. Harry Clements has returned
from visiting Mrs. S. L. Brown of
Wadesboro, Ky.
Hon. Edward H. Puryear returned
yesterday from Memphis.
Mesdames M. K. Scott and Thomas
Hall returned from Dawson yeSter-
day.
'Miss Irene Farris of Hickman, Ky.,
is viistirig Mrs. Roy W. McKinney.
Mesdames Frank Hoover and Mary
Boswell went to Dawson yesterday.
Miss Elizabeth Sebree is visiting'
in Mayfield for a few days.
Mr. John Curd and wife .have re-
turned from Murray.
Mr. Ruby Laffon, Democratic noni-
iuee for state treasurer, was here yes-
terday from Madisonville.
Miss Claudine Woodward of Jack-
son. Tenn., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Wm. House on Jaskson street.
Miss Maud MoCutcheon of Mem-
phis went home yesterday after visit-
ing Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McCann of
Jefferson street.
Miss Yetta Herwitz of Evansville
went home yesterday after visiting
Mrs. Jake Friedman of North Seventh
MiSS Blanihe Mitchell of Provi-
dence will arrive today to visit Mrs.
C. J. Mtchell of Harrison street.
Mr. W. A. Berry 15.-ft yesterday for
Uniontown, Ky.
Misses Sallie Baker and Recie Mit-
chell of I.isman go home today after
visiting Mrs. C. J. Mitchell,
Mr. Hanson McCann returned this
morning to Norfolk, Va., to resume
his yeoroanship on the battl
eship
Kentucky after visiting for two weeks
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Mc-
Cann of Jefferson street.
Mr. Emil Prne-ss returned yesterday
from Chicago and iestimes his old
position of machin:st at the I. C.
Mr. Bud Wowell, the deputy county
jailer, is vting in Slater. Ky.
Mr. Harry Young is here from
Mississippi for a visit.
Mrs. George Dunning of Mayfield
goes home today after vsiting 
Mrs
A. L. Powell of South Fifth.
Miss Irene Curd returned from
Mayfield yesterday.
Mr. Joe A. Miller returned yester-
day from visiting her daughter. Mr
s.
Clay Lemon of Mayfield.
Colonel Arch Pool of the Courier-
Journal at Lisitisville, is here for sev-
eral days. stopping with his friend.
.
Colonel Bud Dale of the New Ric
h-
mond.
Mr. Edward Lawless left yesterday,
to attend the bedside of Mr. 5.•
Lawless of Joy. Livingston county,
who is low with kidney trouble.
Mel Peter Beckenhach and daugh-
ter. Miss Etta. and their visitor. 
Miss
Etta Schrader of Mt. Vernon, Ind.,




Vendetta or Contrivance to Catch
Powder Thieves Blamed for
Mine Fatality. •
St. Louis. July s.—The death yes-.
terday of August Gennetti. one of the
miners who were burned in an elt--
plosion in mine No. 17, of the Con-
aolidated• Coal Company. at Colli
ns-
ville, last Monday. removes all
hope of the solution of the cause fi
t
the explosion.
Gennetti died at St. Mary's •Hospit-
al. East St. Louis. whithe
r he wa-
taken after the ark ident A s-erdict
of death due to accidental burns wa:
rendered by the Coroner.
That the explosion was the resylt
of a plot, possibly a vendetta, is the
conclusion reached by officials.
It developed that the explosion
came when the lid of the chest had
been only half rai-ed. Furthermore.
there was found ;n the ruins a re-
volver with brie shell exploded, and
evidence of an attachment to fire it







Leaves Paducah at co a. m., 2 p. m.
and 6 p. m.
Leaves Metropolie at 8 a. m., z p. m.
and 5 p. m.
White People Only.
Good Order and No Intoxicants.




PATRONS OF THE WATER
COMPANY ARE REMINDED
THAT THEIR RENTS EXPIRF.D
JUNE 3oth. AND THOSE WHO
DESIRE TO RENEW THIS
QUARTER SHOULD DO SO BE-
FORE IT IS FORGOTTEN. ALL
PREMISES NOT PAID FOR ON
OR BEFORE THE zoth OF JULY
WILL BE DISCONTINUED AND
THE COST OF SHUTTING OFF
AND TURNING ON WATER
WIIN3E ONE DOLLAR.
P CA H WATER COMPANY 1
We're calling up everybody on this line that we think
will be at all interested in Good Clothes for Men, Boys and
Children.
You know that we a re always to the fore with the best
of Clothes, Hats and Toggery
This season we believe that our offerings are exception-
ally' 
attractive. 
 youWe Wto see the new ideas for Summer.iiind so
we called you up by phone.
If you pass this store, you'll pass the best,
ids etasssa 11UO, tee yew sant la
stwafe pm ess—lbebsdla WRam
CiodissAbaldessisa la Peva met WO& 1
AlOtagiO'  
The Clothing Store that carries
THE UNION STORE CARD
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—FOR SALE—Boy's second-hand
bicycle, cheap; No. 209 North Fifth
street.
—FOR RENT—Two desirable fur'
nished rooms, for gentlemen No. 110
North Seventh.
FOR RENT—Storeroom -at tog
Broadway, after July 6 Apply Geo
Langstaff, old phone 26.
MONEY TO LEND ON REAL
estate. S. T. Randle, Real Estate and
Insurance, Room 3, American-German
National Bank.
-FOR RENT—Foe room flat,
144o Broadway: see L. D. Sanders.
Phone 765, office p8 South Sixth
street.
WANTED—A carload of second
hand stoves and furniture by the loth
of July. J. Flamberger, 404 Jefferson
street. Old phone No. 1226-a.
MOVED—J. Bomberger has mov-
ed to 404 Jefferson street, where he
has opened a second hand furniture
store in connection with his shoe
shop.
WANTED—Every lady in Path?
call to call for the Union Label on
alt goods purchased by her. By so
doing she wfilshelp herself and help
the workingman.
--FOR. RENT---Nicely furnished
front room, cool, clean and modern.
Suitable for two gentlemen. sCio North
Seventh street.
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35, citizzens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer, New
Richrbond House, Paducah, Ky.
-




Bardstown, Ky., July 5.—Blood-
poisoning, the result 'of trimming a
corn too close, caused the death at
o'clock tonight of Thomas
Smith, aged sixty-three, president of
the People's Bank of this place, and
one of the wealthiest and most prom-
inent residents of the county. He
had been v. for about a week. Mr.
Smith formerly was a stock trader,
but for the past ten or fifteen years
had been a banker:
Budereinirs, king of bottled beers,
in family size, cases of two dozen,
bottles to the case on short notice.
Anheuser-Busch Bewing Assisciation




"Confound Such a Pen"
It spurts. and catches, blots and scratches.
It's simply no good, that's all."
hundred-5 of usets say this about the ordinary stee! pens. If they
‘vould use our No. 97 Hunt pens, with the rounded point. one trial
would convince them that these pens are the "BEST LN TOE
WORLD. A special offer, until September 1st. "Buy a box Or
dozen) for Soc. Give them a trial—use a dozen, or two dozen of
them, and if you are not satisfied bring hack what ,you have left of
them and exchange them for a FULL BOX of any other kind of
pen. ISN'T THIS FAIR TO YOU?
•
Z.EikriAcri,MT Zia
E Book a(D. Music Man








2:/30 to 5:30 7:30 to 10:,15
Sc ADMISSION Src -
S
Vocalist. Miss Nnnie Steadman, late ot the Bootoniaas,
Pianist, Miss Mary L. Steadman.
Manager, M..1. Farnbaker.
Subscribe For the Regisir
• x •
4
